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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the Supreme Court decision of May 1 9 5  4 declaring 
racially segregated s chool s unconstitutional , many local district s 
and state system s , formerly segregated , have become racially 
de segregated . Many of the se s chool systems accompli shed thi s  
program o f  de segregation with apparent e a se , while other sy stems 
experienced some difficultie s . Could the behavioral patterns of 
s chool superintendents involved in de segregation influence the 
outcome of thi s  proce s s ? It wa s such a que stion a s  the above 
that created the intere st in this study . 
The re sult s of the contributions of the superintendents  in 
thi s  study mea sure to some degree the succe s se s  and failure s of 
de segregation in public s chools and enable s chool superintendent s 
attempting to make the transition to determine the dire ction they 
would take in s imilar s ituations .  
Many a spect s  of de segregation have been studied and 
reported . However , the writer believe s that there i s  much to be 
learned from tho se person s who have had experience in the transi­
tion to racially integrated s chool systems . Their policie s ,  trial s 
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and errors 1 and patterns of behavior perhap s mean more in reality 
than many opinions .  Because of this belief 1 this study was felt to 
be of great importance a s  an insight into the experience s of others 
and a s  an aid to those attempting to undertake the much discus sed 
integration is sue. 
The action s taken by school superintendent s in de segregating 
public s chool s were due in part to beliefs and attitude s held by 
the se persons . The se beliefs and attitude s  formulated patterns of 
behavior that guided the superintendent s in deci sion -making . 
This study is  an attempt to show the relationship of the be­
havioral pattern s exhibited by selected s chool superintendent s  to the 
total outcome of de segregating public s chool s in the selected 
communitie s .  With it s limitations I may bring into focus some 
similaritie s and common principl�s that can be applied by others 
facing the transition from racially segregated s chool s . The writer 
h a s  stated the fact s  a s  found in hope s they will throw some light on 
de segregating public s chools elsewhere . 
Need for Study 
There wa s a felt need for a study of desegregation that would 
give a de s criptive analysis  of a ctions taken by superintendents  
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during de segregation of the public s chools . The superintendent of 
s chools is  the of�icial educational leader of the community 1 and 
maj or policy changes for improving s chool program s  are generally 
recommended to the board of education by him . 
It wa s felt that a study of superintendent s ' behavioral pat-
terns during desegregation would enable superintendent s  who in the 
future may face the i s sue to study the recommendations 1 policies 1 
and plans of superintendent s who had completed the transition as 
an aid to formulating plans for de segregation . The procedure s 
used by superintendent s  in solving the problem could be used a s  
guideline s by superintendent s  facing the problem i n  the future . 
The Problem 
The problem in thi s  study wa s to attempt .:to determine the 
re sult s or effect s on desegregation of varying behavioral patterns 
Q_�_.§.ggool superintendent s  which developed when selected school 
?ystems attempted to bring about racially integrated s chool systems . 
An important factor to be considered wa s the action_s of 
'-·--" 
various groups within the community and the effect s the s e  actions 
had on the shaping of the behavioral pattern s of the superintendent s . 
It _wa s al so nece s sary to look at variou s other i s sue s which led up 
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'l;_o and followed the desegregation i s sue in order to get a complete 
r::eport of the behavioral patterns of the superintendent s  • ._,v ;·.-N. ·"� 
Sub-Problems 
!hE?. sub-problems in this study were the following: 
1 • .  To list and d e s cribe the force s that shaped the behavioral 
:patterns of superintendent s . 
2 .  To relate the impact of forces to actions taken by the 
superintendent s  during de segregation. 
3 .  To determine the kinds of effe ct s  varying behavioral pat-
terms had on the desegregation proce s s .  
As sumptions 
1 . The superintendent is  the educational leader of the 
s chool system . 
2 .  Leadership actions of superintendent s can be related to 
outcome s of problem solving . 
Definition of T erms 
To explain the terms a s  they were used in thi s study , the 
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following definitions were included: 
Segregation will refer to the separation in the public s chool s 
of children who are considered to be white s from those who are con-
s idered to be Negroe s .  
Public s chool de segregation will refer to the transition 
period from public school segregation to racially integrated s chools .  
Behavioral patterns will refer to actions which seem to be 
similar in nature that emerged from all actions taken by the super-
intendent s in thi s  study . 
Integration will refer to the participation of Negroe s and 
white s  in the s ame activitie s with a maximum of cooperation . 
Integration include s bi-racial extra-curricular and s chool-related 
activitie s as well as cla s sroom activitie s .  
Limitations 
Thi s study was limited to ten public s chool superintendent s  
in sy stems where racially integrated s chool s exi sted in the State of 
, _,. , . .  " 
Kentucky. 
No individual or sy stem studie s  was to be identified by 
name . 
All superintendent s in thi s  study were re comme nded by the 
' � j 
J' 
Kentucky State Department Qf Education . The rea s ons for thi s  
. ,. ' ·' ' . � ' 
limitation were: 
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1 . Approval for conducting the study had to be granted by the 
State Department of Education . 
2 .  Without support from the State Department of Education 
it wa s felt superintendent s would not be a s  willing to cooperate . 
3 .  The State Department wanted to insure desegregated 
school systems against disturbance s that might tend to di srupt de-
segregated s chool programs .  
Only information concerning the behavioral patterns of 
superintendent s wa s applicable to thi s  study . 
Related Studie s 
Many avenue s of bi-racial education have been studied; and 
there is felt to be a need for further study , for apparently no one 
study can be comprehensive or penetrating enough to supply the 
answers to the many problems incurred by all concerned in desegre-
gating public s chool s .  There i s  a wide variety in the method s and 
procedure s which each has u sed to keep the happening s accurate and 
factual . All of the se studie s have been attempt s at de s cribing the 
actual experience s of many communitie s and aimed at unfolding 
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helpful sugge stions and conclus ions from tho se who have de segre-
gated , partially or completely . 
It i s  found that the related studie s referred to in this study 
dealt with several state s; therefore the amount of community 
coverage differs . 
Ashmore studied bi-racial education in the United State s and 
compiled an obj e ctive appraisal of the bi-racial ast)ect s of the 
American educational system . 1 The communitie s studied in his  
book were in all  state s of  transition; some were succe s sful at 
temporarily fore stalling integration , some were partially integrated ,  
and others were withholding pos itive action while awaiting court 
de cisions on pending ca se s concerning integration . 2 The importance 
of the reaction of the community to integration is stre s sed throughout 
Ashmore • s study . 
A factual account of the status of white and Negro s chool s in 
the South wa s made by a group of Southern educators .3 The authors 
1H arry S .  Ashmore , The Negro and the S chool s (Chapel Hill: 
The University of North Carolina Pre s s , 1 9 5 4) , pp . 3 - 1 2 . 
2lbid o 1 pp o 9 5 - 1 0 2 
3Truman M .  Pierce et al . ,  White and Negro Schools in the 
South (Englewood Cliffs , New Jersey: Prentice-Hall , Inc . , 1 9 5 5 ) . 
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gave an analysis  of bi-racial education in the South . The psycholo­
gical , sociological , and philo sophical foundations of the South , 
particularly a s  they bear on segregation , were discus sed in detail . 
This study give s a stati stical account of conditions s chool 
officials  must con sider in making policy change s .  A hi storical 
background of bi-racial education in the South is  treated with the 
progre s s  that ha s been accelerated in the past few years . 
The authors predicted that pre sent tre nd s  of educational im­
provement in the Southern region will continue and problems will be 
solved by use of the method of intelligence . They felt further that 
the substantial body of re sponsible leadership will courageously and 
conscientiously seek a re solution of i s sue s  according to what i s  in 
the be st intere st s of all . A prediction on desegregation wa s that 
the many sub stantial variations in local communitie s throughout the 
region will be taken into proper account in re solving the segregation 
is sue . 
In their attempt to define and evaluate the s chool is sue s ,  the 
authors pointed with cons i stency to the American value system and 
its conflict with segregated s chool s . 
Schools in Transition is a serie s of ca se studie s of communi­
tie s that have made the transition from bi-racial public s chool s to 
integrated systems . 4 
The text of the book deal s with important a s pe ct s  of com-
munity and s chool cooperation . Detailed de scriptions outline 
procedure s u sed by the various communitie s during the transition 
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period . There i s  no attempt made to emphasize any set pattern for 
succ::e s s  in de segregating s chools;  rather I it is empha s i zed that 
each community has it s own special blend of factors that are at 
work to produce integration or re sistance to it . 5 
Among the significant factors to consider in making an 
initial diagno s i s  of a particular community are the following: 6 
l. Number and proportion of Negroe s .  
2 • Pre sence of other "minority " racial or cultural group s . 
3 .  Extent and nature of segregation and dis crimination in 
public facilitie s and activitie s other than the s chools . 
4 .  Activity of organizations dealing with intergroup rela-
tions 1 local and non-local . 
4Robin M .  Williams 1 Jr . 1 and Margaret W .  Ryan 1 Schools 
in Transition (Chapel H ill: The University of North Carolina Pre s s  I 
1 9 5 4) . 
5 rbid . I p .  2 3 5 . 
6Ibid,1 pp . 2 3 9 - 2 40 . 
5 • Organization and financing of the school system . 
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6 .  Amount and kind of communication between school board 
and administration and other citi zens and between Negroe s and 
white s .  
7. Employment status , tenure, and qualifications of white 
and Negro teachers . 
8 .  Local attitudes toward the school s and their leadership . 
9 .  Policie s and practice s of state agencie s concerned with 
public education . 
10 . Role of local groups such as  churche s ,  service club s, 
and civic organizations . 
A guide book , Action Patterns in School De segregation, wa s 
written to enable s chool teachers, admini strators, and s chool board 
members to undertake a program of de segregation with the lea st 
pos s ible grief I error r and social disruption .7 This  study dealt 
with the readine s s  of the s chool and the community for de segregation , 
policy-making and developing plans for de segregation, detailing 
re spon s ibilitie s, and adopting the educational program to meet the 
?Herbert Wey and John Corey I Action Patterns in School 
De segregation (Bloomington, Indiana: A Phi Delta Kappa Com­
mis s ion Proj ect, 1959)r p .  7 .  
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need s of all children . 
Thi s study is  related to the writer ' s  study in that community 
preparation and development of workable plans were di s cus sed; 
a po sitive type of leadership and the use of advi sory committee s 
aided in achieving succe s sful de segregation . 
Some pertinent findings were the following: 
1 .  Superintendent s participating in the study felt they had 
a definite re sponsibility for determining and creating readine s s  on 
the part of the board of education and the community . 
2 .  In communitie s where public place s had been de segre­
gated before s chool s began their preparation 1 the transition re sulted 
with le s s  di sruption of s chool s .  
3. Sport s were named a s  excellent starters for bringing the 
two race s together . 
4 .  School official s listed numerous argument s  which aided 
in convincing the public of the soundne s s  of de segregation . Be side s 
the legal aspe ct 1 economy of de segregation a s  compared to segrega­
tion wa s an important persuader . Other argument s  included the fact 
that segregation hinders our international diplomacy and is  not in 
harmony with Christian ethics .  
5 .  Special attention should be given to preparing citizens of 
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low-income and farm groups. 
6 .  In analyzing different plans 1 it become s apparent that 
there is  no one answer . Each community mu st develop it s plan 
in the light of community condition s and objective s to be 
accompli shed . 
7 .  White teachers and admini strators should arm themselve s 
with factual information about Negro student s and the Negro race in 
general . This information can be u sed in helping parent s and white 
student s overcome fears which often have no real ba s i s . 
Procedure s 
This i s  one of two companion studies done at the University 
of Tenne s see in an attempt to show some relationship between the 
behavior of superintendent s of public s chool systems and the de-
segregation of the se s chool systems .  The companion study 
conducted by Sam H .  Ingram was an effort to identify and describe 
the behavioral patterns of selected public s chool superintendent s . 8 
8sam H .  Ingram 1 11Behavioral Patterns of Selected Kentucky 
Superintendent s During the Proce s s  of Public School Desegregation" 
(Unpubli shed Ed . D .  the s i s, College of Education, The University 
of Tenne s see , June 1959). 
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One of the early problems in thi s  study wa s obtaining the 
cooperation of a state in which desegregation had made enough 
progre s s  to afford a range of choice s in sele cting superintendents . 
Contacts  were made with repre sentative s of the We st 
Virginia State Department of Education . Although the State 
Department saw merit in conducting a study of desegregation in 
We st Virginia , they did not feel that community conditions at the 
time were favorable to conduct such a study . 
The Kentucky State Department of Education wa s then asked 
for permi s s ion to do the study in that State . They were willing to 
cooperate and to a s sist in selecting the systems for this study . 
The first visit to the State wa s for the purpo se of meeting 
with a repre sentative of the State Department of Education. A 
vi sit wa s made to the systems that replied to the State Department ' s  
reque st . This vi sit wa s an introductory visit to the superinten­
dent s  in the sy stems . The State Department repre sentative 
accompanied the writer on thi s  visit . The superintendents  were 
given an explanation of the type of study to be conducted and what 
information they would be expected to furnish . Po s sible date s for 
interviews with the superintendent and other persons involved in 
planning for desegregation were tentatively s cheduled . The se 
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date s were later confirmed by an exchange of corre spondence . 
At lea st five persons were interviewed in each system .  
'J?he se included the superintendent, a board of education member , 
a Negro citizen or school principal, the principal of the desegre­
gated s chool , and a white citizen.. All persons interviewed were 
guaranteed anonymity. 
The interviews were de signed to obtain information as to 
what happened preceding and during the proce s s  of de segregation . 
An interview guide (se�ErAp�M� was developed as  an aid for 
obtaining the information and wa s de signed to reveal spe cific 
a ct ions of the superintendent during de segregation . 
The first section of the interview guide consisted of que s­
tions concerning preliminary actions taken by the superintendent in 
initial preparation for desegregation . The following que stions 
were asked: 
1 .  Who made the initial preparations for de segregation ? 
2 .  Why wa s this action taken ? 
3. What was the nature of this  initial action ? 
4 .  When wa s thi s action taken? 
These questions were asked to e stablish who made the initial 
approach to desegregation . If the superintendent did not take 
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initial action/ the second que stion would reveal why some other 
agency did take action . 
The next section of the guide was applicable to the super­
intendent ' s  actions after action wa s taken/ whether by him or by 
,other agencie s. The se que stions concerned the superintendent ' s  
relations with his staff: 
1 o What preparations were made for your staff ? 
2 o Were there formal meetings ? 
3 .  Were official plans made ? 
4 .  Were individual conference s held ? 
Since s chool principals and teachers were the people most 
intimately concerned with desegregation/ it wa s felt that a section 
of the interview guide should be devoted to the superintendent ' s  
actions during de segregation a s  they related to the individual s chool 
staff 0 The se que stions were a sked in the area of s chool staff 
relations:  
lo  What preparations were made for s chool personnel ? 
2. Did you conduct formal meetings ?  
3 o Were official plans made ? 
4 .  What were the re sult s of these  plans ? 
The final section of the interview guide wa s de signed to 
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obtain the superintendent ' s  reactions to the de segregation program \ 
aft,er de segregation had been accomplished . 
1 .  What do you think of the de segregation program ? 
2 .  If you had to de segregate again , what change s would 
you make in your approach ? 
3 .  What spe cific action contributed mo st to your succe s s ? 
The following que stions were a sked of s chool principal s :  
1 .  Were formal meeting s held with your staff for the purpo se 
of  planning for de segregation ? 
2. What preparation s did you make for your students ? 
3 .  What did your teachers do to prepare student s for 
desegregation ? 
The citizens interviewed were persons who had worked with 
the superintendent and s chool board during desegregation . The se 
interviews gave the citizens ' views a s  to what happened , who 
initiated action , and their opinion of the succe s s  or failure of the 
program . 
!n an attempt to get answers to the se que stions a s  they were 
seen by participants , a review of documentary evidence wa s studied . 
This documentary evidence included s chool board minute s ,  news-
pa:pe.� article s ,  and written statement s by the superintendent during 
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the proce s s  of de segregating the public s chool s . 
So a s  to a s sure the anonymity of all s chool sy stems involved, 
actual name s of s chool sy stem s  are omitted. The alphabetical 
letters a s signed to sy stem s are for the purpose of identification. 
The capital letters in no way refer to rank or quality of the school 
sy stem they repre sent. 
Organization of the Study 
Chapter I of this study included a general introduction , need 
for study , statement of the problem, sub-proble ms , a s sumption s , 
definitions of terms, limitations of the study 1 related studie s ,  
method s of procedure and source s of data , and organization of the 
study by chapters. 
In Chapter II an effort wa s made to des cribe the actions of 
various group s during the proce s s  of desegregation. 
The impact of force s on the shaping of behavioral patterns of 
superintendents  was discus sed in Chapter III . 
The effect varying behavioral pattern s of superintendents had 
on the total proce s s  of desegregation wa s given in Chapter IV . 
The concluding Chapter V highlighted the over-all findings ,  
conclusion s of the study 1 and recommendations .  
CHAPTER II 
ACTIONS OF VARIOUS GROUPS 
DURING DESEGREGATION 
The purpose of this  chapter i s  to give a des cription of the 
actions taken by variou s groups during the proce s s  of de segregating 
the public s chools in the State in which this  study wa s made . It 
is  felt that much of the data pre sented in thi s chapter is  relevant to 
the behavioral patterns exhibited by s chool administrators and 
affected the decision s made by them. 
The Supreme Court of the United States 
The hi storic decis ion of the Supreme Court in May 195 4 rul­
ing that segregation in public school s wa s--as a matter of public 
policy--unconstitutional probably wa s the greatest force on the 
shaping of behavioral pattern s of s chool administrators . Not only 
did this decision remove legal sanction for s egregation; it specifi­
cally proscribed discrimination in public school s .  
Two basic facts emerged from the interviews regarding the 
decision of the Supreme Court . Superintendent s  now had a legal 
ba sis  for dis cus sing desegregation and the value s the s chool sy stem 
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would derive from it , and Negro parent s  now had a new legal 
approach to problem s of improving educational facilitie s for their 
children . 
A majority of all administrators que stioned readily admitted 
that facilities for Negro children had been inadequate , but very 
little had been done to correct this situation because of a lack of 
fund s , the ratio of the Negro to the total population , or a general 
lai s s e z  fa ire attitude toward Negro education . One white principal 
said , "The Negro schools here are not fit to hou se thoroughbred 
cattle in . "  
The decision of the Supreme Court , therefore , could be 
cons idered as a po sitive force in the shaping of behavioral patterns 
for administrators .  
The reaction of citi zens , parent s , and teachers to the deci­
s ion could be considered as factors . The reaction of the se groups 
to the decision gave the administrators an indication of the support 
or oppo sition that could be expected from the se group s in action 
taken to desegregate the public s chools .  
The s chool administrators in this study all used the Supreme 
Court decision as a starting point in the movement to desegregate the 
public s chool s .  The Court ' s  decision enabled the administrators to 
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move toward de segregation of the school system with a valid legal 
foundation that did not nece s s arily reveal their personal reactions 
to the deci sion . 
It is  inevitable that what men believe and the thing s to 
which they are dedicated will be mirrored in how they be­
have and in the general pattern of change in their society . 
The American society has been de s cribed a s  one which may 
be expe cted to be in a state of change at all time s because 
it s value commitment s are dynamic in quality and expre s s  
ideals it s members are always in the proce s s  o f  seeking to 
achieve . It is rea sonable , therefore , to expect that the 
various  social and economic developments of any given age 
will be an active expre s sion of prevailing value s . 1 
Six of the ten superintendent s  interviewed s aid they person-
ally felt that desegregation wa s de sirable and actively worked with 
the ir boards of education and citizens committee s to bring about an 
early solution to the problem before pre s sure from oppo sition group s 
could be organized . Four of the ten cons idered the Supreme Court 
deci sion and discussed it with their boards of education but failed 
to desegregate until more immediate circumstance s coerced them to 
desegregate . The Supreme Court ' s  deci sion greatly influenced 
the se circum stances .  In two of the four systems mentioned above , 
Negro parent s  formally reque sted the board to comply with the 
1Truman M .  Pierce .et al , White and Negro Schools in the 
South (Englewood Cliffs , New Jersey: Prentice-Hall , Inc . , 1 9 5 5 ) , 
p. 9 .  
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Supreme Court decision . One system wa s ordered by local court 
action to desegregate . This action wa s in answer to litigation 
supported by the National As sociation for the Advancement of 
Colored People (NAACP) • The remaining system of the above­
mentioned four wa s a county system that had no educational 
facilitie s in operation for Negro children . The policy of this 
system wa s to send Negro student s  to city schools and pay tuition . 
When the city desegregated the high s chool , they notified the 
county they could no longer accept the Negro high school student s  
from the county , thereby increasing pre ssure o n  the county to 
de segregate the county s chool system . 
All of the administrators readily admitted that the Supreme 
Court decision wa s the starting point in the desegregation proce s s .  
They al so admitted that the decision coming from the Supreme Court 
had definite influence on shaping a compliant attitude becau se --as  
the people saw the meaning , the implications ,  and the consequences 
of thi s  decision a s  it related to their mode of life--the people would 
al so understand the admini strator ' s  attempts at compliance with the 
deci sion . 
The superintendent of system B indicated the understanding 
of the decision by his patrons when he said: "There exi sts a great 
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amount of good will among the people of thi s  town and a readine s s  
to face the problem (de segregation) s quarely and really do some­
thing about it 0 11 
The decision of the Supreme Court gave release to two 
external force s: compliance with and oppos ition to the decision 0 
These two external force s exhibited by the s chool patrons 1 along 
with the personal feeling of the superintendent toward the decision 1 
helped shape the behavioral pattern of the superintendent during 
the de segregation of the public s chools in thi s study 0 
State Officials 
The approval of the Supreme Court deci sion by the top State 
officials gave superintendent s  the important added legal support 
for initial de segregation proposals  0 The Governor of the State 
declared in 1 9 5 4 1  "Kentucky will do whatever i s  nece s sary to 
comply with the law 0 "  Official recognition in 1 9 5  4 by the Governor 
and the State Superintendent of Education of the Supreme Court 
decision a s  "the law of the land 11 was an important factor in estab­
lishing an air of acceptance throughout the State o 
The State Department of Education relea sed to all s chool 
districts a statement of approval of the Supreme Court decision and 
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a sked that all local di strict s comply with the provi sions of the Court 
deci sion . The department of education also pledged support of the 
entire department to any school district attempting desegregation . 
The Divis ion of Instruction Service s ,  Bureau of Instruction , annually 
is sue s a report on integration for public distribution .  
Action of the State Board of Education in June 1 9 5  6 asking 
local s chool board s to give "due consideration to all qualified per­
sons applying for j ob s  as teachers" wa s generally interpreted a s  a 
move in behalf of Negro teachers who were threatened with pos sible 
j ob lo s s  under de segregation plans certain to reduce teaching staffs 
in some , but not all , of the State ' s  district s . 
Continued encouragement of a climate of compliance by the 
Governor , the State Superintendent of Public Instruction , and other 
official s allowed superintendent s  to prepare for de segregation with­
out going counter to State attitudes . 
The refu s al by both maj or political party candidate s to make 
de segregation a political i s sue had provided the State with a consis­
tency of  attitude s  on de segregation at top official level in  State 
admini stration . 
All superintendents interviewed stated that the approval by 
State official s made desegregation much easier than it would have 
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been without this approval . 
The official view of the State Department of Education prior 
to the Supreme Court deci sion has been expre s sed as follows: 
In a report for the period ending June 30, 1951, State 
Superintendent Boswell B .  Hodgkin called for "laws and 
amendments  to exi sting laws that will enable local school 
authoritie s to provide school service s more easily to the 
(Negro) children in sparsely populated are a s  of the State . 
Segregation is  extremely expensive where only a few 
Negroe s live . Modification should be mad e to the Day 
Law legalizing non- segregation when s chool boards elect 
to do so . "2 
Boards of Education 
The board s of education of the selected school systems in 
this study were an important group of people and became a vital 
factor in the de segregation of the public s chool s in their areas . 
Until the Supreme Court ruling wa s announced, the boards of 
education in the se sy stems had not con sidered the po s sibility of 
desegregation s eriously, although the need for improving and equal-
izing the facilitie s  at Negro s chools had been the source of contention 
between Negro patrons and many of the boards for some years . 
2southern Regional Council, The S chools and the Court 
(Atlanta: The Council, 1953), p .  13. 
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Soon after the Supreme Court ruling 1 mo st of the boards 
decided with their superintendent s  to form bi-racial committee s for 
the purpose of studying the desegregation problem . In one system 
where the s chool board did not appoint a committee, a committee 
wa s organized by the citizen s  thems elves. 
The primary re sponsibility of public boards of education is  to 
e stablish policie s for the official operation of the s chools under 
their j urisdiction . De segregation of public schools thereby became 
a direct re sponsibility of s chool boards . The fact that they were 
the governing bodies of the public schools gave the boards of educa­
tion , in this study 1 the opportunity to exerci se this  right by 
recommending the desegregation of the s chools in their systems . 
Thi s  action was taken by six of the ten boards of education in the 
school sy stem s included in thi s  study . 
Report s from sy stems where admini strators personally felt 
they had been highly succe s sful in desegregating their schools 
empha s ized the importance of official action by the board of educa­
tion at an early date in the de segregation proce s s  and , al so, the 
importance of an hone st 1 sincere , and po s itive approach to the 
de segregation pro ce s s . The superintendent of sy stem J ,  in dis­
cus s ing the action of his s chool board during de segregation , said: 
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The Negroes re spected the s incerity of  the board and 
felt there wa s no evasion on the part of the board. The 
board realized that it was their re sponsibility as an official 
body to try integration. Their personal opinions might 
have been different , but this had no effect on the board ' s  
decision . 
Following is  a statement of policy relea sed to the pre s s  by 
this  board: 
Statement of Policy of the Board of Education 
with Reference to the Decisions of the United State s 
Supreme Court of May 171 1954, and May 3 1 ,  1955, on 
the Subj e ct of De segregation in the Public Schools: 
Believing that respe ct for the law of the land is  vital to 
each individual and to the welfare of all, the ---­
Board of Education will comply with the decision of the 
United Stat e s  Supreme Court on the matter of integration in 
the public s chool s . The Supreme Court, in it s deci sion 
of May 3 1, 1955, place s the re sponsibility for solving thi s 
problem on each local Board of Education .  It require s that 
we act in "good faith "i that we "Make a prompt and reason­
able start " ;  and that we comply at the "earliest practicable 
date . .. The Board of Education doe s not plan 
any change in the operation of the school s for thi s  pre sent 
school year since the deci sion came too late for plans to 
be made . 
The Supreme Court wi sely directed each Board of Educa­
tion to examine and study it s own local situation before 
formulating any plans for desegregation . Hasty action 
could harm the program. Although the re sponsibility for 
action is placed on the Board of Education , we feel that 
thi s problem is  such that all citizens mu st a ssume re­
sponsibility in it s solution . Accordingly, we have 
dire cted the Superintendent of City School s  to 
counsel with the people of both races through a series of 
meetings 1 seeking the ir advice and opinions through dis­
cus sions in an atmo sphere of calm , intelligent deliberation . 
One such meeting has already been held. We hope our 
representative citizens will participate with the Board of 
Education and Superintendent in attempting to find the 
best solution to 's problems of desegregation. 
Early next spring we will formally announce a plan for 
inaugurating integration in the Public Schools 
beginning September 195 6. 
Board of Education 
----
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Four of the ten school boards in school systems in this study 
did not follow the above pattern. One was ordered by court action 
to desegregate. The litigation was started by Negro patrons and 
supported by the NAACP. One school board delayed announcing a 
plan for desegregation by offering alternatives. The school board in 
this system was dissatisfied with the Negro school building and the 
academic program and considered constructing a new building. This 
idea was discarded because the Negro school had twelve grades in 
one building with three-fourths of the total enrollment composed of 
non-district students; and, if the county desegregated, the city 
board of education would be left with five Negro teachers on contract 
when they desegregated. The other alternative was to try to get 
Negro parents to allow the school board to pay transportation and 
tuition for the Negro students to a nearby city. These alternatives 
were refused by the Negro parents and pressure of court action was 
promised by the parents to the board unless the board complied with 
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the Supreme Court decision. After this position was taken by the 
Negro parents, the board decided to formulate plans for desegregating 
the public school of this system. 
The two remaining school boards of the four that did not 
announce a plan of desegregation for the schools were similar in 
that neither school board operated a Negro school in the system. 
Negro children were sent to the city school for Negroes. 
When the city board notified the county board that they would have to 
educate their own Negro students, the county board decided not to 
make any immediate plans concerning desegregating their school 
system. The city board notified the county board of education in 
March 195 6 of their plans to desegregate their schools; but as late 
as midsummer of 195 6 the county board, despite repeated pleas from 
the superintendent, had not made a decision to desegregate. In 
August 1956, just a few days before school opened, the superinten­
dent told the board of education they would have to do something 
about the Negro students. The county school board had received no 
pressure from the Negro parents, but the superintendent had received 
many telephone calls from them seeking information on school plans 
for their children. However, on August 3 1, 195 6, the county schools 
were opened to all county students. The county superintendent 
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called a meeting of all bus drivers and told them to pick up all 
Negro children and notify the superintendent and principals imme­
diately if any trouble developed • 
The fourth school board that did not announce plans for 
desegregating the public schools had a three-way program for 
educating the Negro children. This board used the laboratory 
school facilities of a nearby college for the training of the Negro 
elementary students of this county. The Negro city high school or 
a nearby boarding school where the county paid all expenses and the 
Negro children could return horne for weekends were optional for the 
Negro students. The city Negro high school was not accredited by 
the State Department of Education. 
The board of education discussed integration several times 
but never reached a decision. In 195 6 some Negro parents asked for 
permission to enroll their children at a high school near their homes. 
This was the first official request by Negro parents; and, as other 
Negro parents contacted the board of education, the school board 
approved a motion to integrate all county school pupils by districts. 
The school boards recommending desegregation for their 
schools before pressure or opposition could become an active force 
did so after much planning and preparation. Four of the school 
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board s u sed citizens committee s effectively in the planning proce s s . 
Two board s of education chose to work with the principal of the 
Negro s chool . The committee s  appointed by the s chool board s 
worked with the s chool board and the superintendent in planning and 
bringing a better understanding of the problem of d e segregation to 
the people of the community . The ten school board s studied made 
varied approaches to the desegregation proce s s  in their s chool 
district s I but they were as one in their appraisal of the succe s s  of 
the desegregation venture . Each felt that he had been succe s sful 
in desegregating the public s chool s . 
Advisory Committee s 
The board s  of education of the selected public school sys­
tems in thi s  study used many method s to prepare the communitie s for 
de segregation . One method used most frequently was the "advisory 
committee . "  The committee members were community leaders cho sen 
by the board of education and the superintendent to serve as an 
advisory group both to the board of education and to the citizens of 
their community. 
After careful study of local environs and po s s ible conflict 
situations 1 the se committees coordinated the ir recommendations 
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with those of the board of education and the superintendent and 
then released a joint statement of plans for de segregation of the 
public s chools in their district s . 
The committee s  were bi-racial and bi-partisan . The purpo se 
of  thi s  type of  committee , a s  revealed by tho se who worked with the 
committee s ,  was to gain perspective from all group s concerned . 
Every s chool official interviewed attributed much of the succe s s  of 
the desegregation proce s s  to the Advi sory Committee . 
The succe s s  of an advi sory committee depended to a great 
extent on the amount of sincerity displayed by the s chool board in 
the appointment of the committee .  
Varied approached were used by the board s of education to 
effect de segregation in the public s chool in the selected system s .  
Some s chool boards u sed advi sory groups of citizens in the planning 
stage s ;  others did not . Tho se boards which did not use advi sory 
groups felt they had been just a s  succe s sful without the se groups a s  
they would have been with them . 
School system H was a county system with no facilitie s for 
Negro education . The Negro elementary student s  attended a s chool 
at a local Negro college . The Negro high s chool student s attended 
the city Negro high s chool or were transported to a nearby boarding 
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school. The Negro high school students were given an option of 
schools. When the city announced a plan for desegregation, the 
county desegregated their schools also. There was no official 
citizens committee working with the county school board for de-
segregation. There was, however, a community council composed 
of civic, religious, and fraternal groups with representatives from 
the city and county. This council considered its position on segre-
gation. There were no Negro representatives on the council. 
They discussed the question and decided to integrate their own body 
and then ask community support for desegregation. Although this 
committee was not officially appointed by the county school board, 
it was felt that the work done by this council was helpful in the 
transition from segregated to desegregated schools in this county. 
School system I was a small county system with no Negro 
schools in operation at the time of the interview with the school 
officials. The school board minutes contained the following state-
ments concerning the appointment of a citizens committee: 
. • • A motion was made to form a citizens committee 
to study desegregation in County Schools in 
order to comply with the State Department of Education's 
request to comply with the Supreme Court's decision. 
( 19 5 5 ) . 
This committee was never formed, nor were any official 
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planning s e s s ions held by the s chool board with any other committee. 
This sy stem later desegregated with what they felt was as much sue-
ce s s  as other systems using committee s .  
System G wa s a county sy stem under court order to de segre-
gate the public s chool s . The court order wa s the result of litigation 
brought against the county school board by Negro parents.  
An official copy of  the s chool syste m's policy on  the s ubj e ct 
of dese gregation gave the following account of committee action 
during the proces s: 
A group of parent s ,  selected by the various P. T .A.'s 
in County met in the office of the county s chool 
superintendent March 30 , 195 6, at 7 o'clock p . m .  to 
discu s s  and to advi se the county board of education on 
problems  concerning integration in the county s chool s . 
There were 1 8  repre sentative s --!? white and 1 Negro. 
It wa s revealed at the meeting that the county now 
operate s High School with an enrollment of 48 
county students  and 20 city students . Five Negro teachers 
are employed by the county at School . 
The committee recommended , after much discu s s ion , 
that the high school student s of High School be 
integrated with the student s  of County High School 
and that a much better program could be provided for the 
Negro student s and that the county could save approximately 
$ 1 0 , 0 0 0 per year . 
The committee also sugge sted that the elementary program 
be studied by the County board of education , and 
that plans be made to integrate the elementary schools a s  
soon a s  the board felt it wa s fea s ible . 
The Board went on record by a unanimous vote June 1, 
1 956, to integrate grades  9- 12. No action was taken on 
Elementary • . • . 
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System F was a city sy stem that had be en accepting Negro 
high s chool students  from the county . The county wa s ordered by 
a federal j udge to de segregate 1 thu s leaving the city with too few 
Negro student s to operate the city high school. Negro parent s  
informed the school board they would seek legal a ction for desegre­
gation. The superintendent and board of education appointed a 
citizens advi sory committee in September 1955 to study desegrega­
tion . In October 19551 the committee recommended integration of 
grade s 9- 12 and that Negro students in grade s 1-8 be integrated a s  
soon a s  additional space could b e  provided. 
The superintendent of system F stated that the pre sence of a 
citizens committee prevented this system from having a lawsuit . 
The committee wa s bi-racial , with three Negro and eight 
white citizens. The superintendent decided to form a citizens com­
mittee after attending an educational meeting in Louisville , 
Kentucky , where the use of advisory committee s was dis cus sed . 
Sy stem B wa s located in a small city with a Negro elementary 
school but no high school . The Negro high school student s  were 
tran sported about fifteen mile s to another Negro city high s chool . 
This system reported no re que st for desegregation was re ceived by 
the board of education . This board decided that desegregation was 
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the only right thing t o  d o  after the Supreme Court's deci sion . 
There wa s a citizens committee formed by citizens that made 
an attempt to pre s sure the board into an early start toward desegrega­
tion . This committee wa s formed after the board of education had 
started plans for desegregation . The committee recommended an 
immediate and complete program of de segregation . The Negro 
parent s  cooperated with the board in a refu sal of thi s recommendation . 
This system de segregated in the 1 9 5 5 -5 6 school year . 
System D 1 a city system 1 desegregated by recommendation of 
the superintendent and the board of education without appointing a 
citizens committee . The superintendent attempted to u se the 
principal of the Negro s chool as his liaison with the Negro community . 
Although the s chools desegregated in this community and the student s 
had good relations 1 the community was torn by unre st and strife prior 
to and s ince desegregation . 
The interviews by the writer with the superintendent 1 board of 
education members , and s chool official s revealed that there had been 
very little communication between the board and the citizens . The 
white citizens were watching the Negro citizens and student s in an 
effort to ob serve mi stake s that could be u sed to re s cind the de segre­
gation program . 
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Economic reprisals had been used again st the Negro citi-
zens;  a s  an answer to thi s , the Negroes appealed to the NAACP to 
support a fight against the s ch,ool board ' s  making improvement s in 
the Negro elementary s chool. The s chool board wa s expecting a 
court suit to be brought against it by the Negro citizens , supported 
by the NAACP. 
A statement of policy for integration released by the city 
board of education clo s e s  with the statement: 
The Board of Education expect s to continue to abide 
by the ruling of the Supreme Court on segregation and 
work on a long range plan for it s implementation in the 
local s chools in a peaceful and acceptable manner . 
System E was a large county district that found itself faced 
with some perplexing problems in the fall of 1 9 5  4 .  The superinten-
dent informed the county s chool board of the nature of the se 
problems. He asked for the formation of a citizens committee to 
a s sist in solving the se problems. The Supreme Court 1 he felt , wa s 
going to pa s s  on integration and thi s  would pre s ent another problem. 
The committee wa s formed early in 1 9 5 5 . The superintendent a sked 
that the s chool board cons ider out standing lay people for membership 
on thi s  committee. The board of education with the superintendent 
cho se fifteen citizens for the committee. There were twelve white 
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and three Negro citizens. A highly qualified educator wa s a sked 
to be chairman . 
The superintend ent outlined three areas for this committee to 
study: transportation 1 building s 1 and desegregation . The commit­
tee was to study fully all aspect s  of the above-named area s . "When 
thi s  committee was appointed 1 there was discu s s ion a s  to whether 
the desegregation i s sue should be cons idered by the committee and 
whether the word "desegregation" should be used in connection with 
thi s  committee .  The board of education voted to include the word 
"de segregation" and to include it a s  a problem for the committee to 
inve stigate . 
The committee met with many groups for the purpose of 
orienting the s e  people to some of the problems to be faced in de­
segregating the public s chools. 
Repre sentative s from the Farm Bureau , the Chamber of 
Commerce 1 the NAACP 1 and s imilar organizations were shown the 
problems to be faced in desegregation 1 and the committee listened 
to their reactions to these  problems . 
One indication of the effectivene s s  of such an approach wa s 
shown when a meeting was held with a group of NAACP repre senta­
tive s. Two or three were rather militant in their que stions .  They 
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a sked: "Why study thi s problem ? Just integrate . "  Once they 
were shown all the work the committee had done on population , 
transportation , and buildings , their attitude changed; they could 
see that the committee wa s s incere . The local NAACP chapter had 
a meeting with the national repre sentative s of the ir organization 
and convinced them of the s incerity of this committee and the work 
it was doing . 
The chairman of thi s  committee gave the writer three steps 
he felt nece s sary for change in any society . They were an under­
standing of what change s  are to take place , what effect they will 
have on people , and the degree of participation by the people 
involved . 
There wa s a deliberate attempt on the part of the committee 
not to have any mas s  meeting s . They felt that much more could be 
accomplished by talking to re sponsible repre sentation from organized 
group s in the community . The county school board and the citizens 
committee agreed not to solicit any publicity . 
System C was a small city system that had used a bi-racial 
citizens committee in 1 9 5  3 to consider solutions for s chool problems. 
The dutie s of this committee were primarily for s chool improvement 
and not integration . 
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When the Supreme Court is sued its decision on segregation 
in public s chool systems in 1954, the problem of segregation in the 
public s chool s affected the s chool system's plans for a s chool 
building program . The Supreme Court deci sion pos ed this  problem 
for school system C: if the Negro high school students from the 
county stopped attending the Negro city high s chool because of 
desegregation in the county , the city school sy stem would not have 
enough Negro students  to maintain a Negro high school . 
The committee con sidered the financial s aving to the school 
syste m  if it were desegregated , lack of accreditation of the Negro 
high school if county Negro student s left the city system , and the 
text of the Supreme Court ' s  deci sion in reaching a deci s ion on 
desegregation of the public s chool system in the ir city . 
The committee reached a decision and recommended that the 
city s chool system be composed of three elementary s chool s and one 
high school . 
The committee recommended this plan for complete desegrega­
tion of the city s chool sy stem to the board of education . On 
February 12, 1955, the board of education decided to de segregate the 
city s chool sy stem . 
School sy stem J was a city system that had decided to 
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de segregate before any pre s sure could be applied . The superinten­
dent felt that the key to succes s  in thi s  system wa s a year of 
preparation . 
During the month of January following the Supreme Court • s 
decision , the shop teacher at the Negro high s chool re s igned . The 
board of education felt thi s  was an opportunity to try limited de­
segregation . The principal s of the white and Negro high s chools 
were a sked to arrange a s chedule allowing Negro students taking 
shop to come to the white high school for the remainder of the year . 
This limited desegregation was succe s sful . 
In the fall of 1 9 5  6 the board of education tried voluntary 
desegregation by giving the Negro high s chool student s who so 
desired the opportunity of attending the white high s chool . Fifteen 
Negro students accepted thi s  offer . 
The board of education sent que stionnaire s to the Negro high 
s chool student s to determine how they felt about the desegregation 
program and to determine how many Negro student s  planned to enroll 
in the white high school for the next year . When it was learned 
that all of the Negro student s planned to enroll , the board of educa­
tion made plans to clo se the Negro high s chool . 
The board of education started small group meeting s with a 
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bi-racial group . The superintendent discus sed the membership of 
the group with the Negro and white principal s .  The principals 
chose strong community leaders . The first group included the two 
principals ,  the superintendent , a local college staff member , a 
mortician , and a minister . Thi s wa s a very small group , but they 
discu s sed variou s aspe cts of desegregation . The fir st meeting wa s 
felt to be a succes s; the group decided to increase the line s of 
communication by increa sing the membership . The next meeting 
included selected members from the intere sted citizen s  and pre si­
dent s  of  the P .  T .A. • s . It , too , was felt to be a very succes sful 
meeting. 
The third meeting was planned to be a public meeting open 
to everyone. It resulted in a mas s  meeting and wa s, in the opinion 
of all concerned , almo st a failure. The group meeting s were help­
ful in e stablishing relationships between Negro citize ns and school 
official s .  The Negro citizens respected the sincerity of the board 
and felt there was no evasion on the part of the board. 
The superintendent s and s chool board members re cognized a 
fundame ntal need of public education when they used the advisory 
citizen committee s  in planning for school desegregation. Indivi­
dual citizens and citizen groups have rightful role s to play in 
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studying 1 strengthening 1 and supporting public education . The 
communication between school officials and citizens fo stered a 
level of understanding of public education that wa s mutually 
profitable • 
The Pre s s  
"No pre s s  releases . "  "We kept it out of the newspaper . "  
"No publicity wa s our policy . *' "We made a deliberate attempt to 
suppre s s  news relea se s . "  The se and many s imilar statements were 
made by persons interviewed in many of the sele cted s chool systems 
in this  study . There seemed to be a fear of the great American 
indu stry known a s  the pre s s .  This seemed strange at first for 
people working for a social change to want to suppre s s  the news 
release s concerning the progres s  of this  social change . 
In the United States 1 where about 97 out of every 1 00 persons 
who are old enough have learned to read 1 almo st everyone read s the 
newspaper . In the United State s there are about 1 1 8 0 0  daily and 
1 0 1 0 0 0  weekly and s emi-weekly newspapers . Every day about 
55 1 0001 0 0 0  daily papers are distributed in this  country . 3 
3world Book Encyclopedia , Vol .  1 2  I p .  5 608 . 
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When the se fact s were considered , the policy toward pre s s  release s 
held by the people in thi s  study working toward de segregation 
seemed strange . But follow-up que stions to the se people brought 
to light more logical rea sons for this policy than were noticed at 
first . 
There wa s no fear of the pre s s  but rather an understanding 
that newspaper printing wa s a bu sine s s  and , for some unexplained 
rea sons , newspaper readers seemed to prefer sensational news . 
The people working for de segregation in the s chools did not want it 
to become sensational; they just wanted to complete a job they felt 
was their responsibility . They felt that the news in an article in 
the newspaper could be distorted by a fal se interpretation and cau se 
unneces sary problems . 
The se people working for de segregation in the public s chools 
felt they could accomplish much more by making personal contact 
with re s ponsible citizens through committee s and forums .  The se 
persons so contacted could a s s i st in formulating the plans and keep 
conflict s at a minimum . 
A good example of the attitude of s chool official s  toward 
relations with the pre s s  can be seen in an account given by one 
superintendent of an incident that occurred the first year of 
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desegreg ation in  his s chool system . He s aid: 11The newspaper 
telephoned me for permis s ion to send a photographer to the s chool 
to take pictures of registration . I told them they had n 't been s end­
ing a photographer to registration and I didn 't see anything unusual 
about this registration , s o  I couldn 't give them my permi s sion . "  
Then there was the Negro principal who told a former pupil 
preparing to attend a d esegregated s chool for the first time not to 
allow news photographers to publish a picture of her . The principal 
told her student that attending a desegregated s chool wa s not a 
personal achievement but to wait until she had made a personal 
achievement and then allow a photographer to take a picture for 
publication . 
The s chool official felt that if any news was published it 
would be cla s sed as unusual or different and that was not the de s ire 
of the officials at that time . They wanted the student s to know 
that the new students in d e segregated s chools were j ust that-- ne w ,  
but not unusual or different . 
Many systems released formal statement s to the pre s s ;  
others did not . Most sy stems a sked for and got complete coopera­
tion from the pre s s . Relations between the pre s s  and s chool 
officials for the most part were cordial and cooperative . One 
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editor ' s  comment was: "Kids are j ust kids like mine. I saw no 
need for writing anything. If they broke my windows and it was 
because of race, I wouldn 't  print a thing. 11 In cooperating with the 
school officials in printing only a minimum of news concerning 
desegregation, the press contributed much to the success of the 
desegregation process in the selected public school systems. 
Pressure Groups 
Pressure groups found successful operation difficult in the 
public school systems in this study. Only one system was desegre­
gated by a federal court order . Negro parents asked for desegregation 
in two school systems and started court action in one . 
The existence of pressure groups was found if one could call 
the unorganized resistance to and the unorganized demands for 
desegregation pressure group action. In a real sense, this action 
was the vocal reaction to a great social change and was to be 
expected. 
Parents and Pupils 
Parents assumed important roles during the desegregation of 
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the school systems in this study. First , by not advocating a 
strong resistance to desegregation or forceful demands for desegre­
gation . This first attitude made a definite contribution to pupil 
reaction to desegregation. 
Parents and pupils were treated together because the attitude 
of parents was so visibly exhibited by the pupils that it was not felt 
best by the writer to separate the two groups. School principals 
and teachers, the people who have intimate daily contact with 
students 1 reported the best of relationships between old and new 
students in desegregated situations . 
The Negro students 1 prepared by their parents 1 went to the 
new schools expecting cordial treatment and found the white 
students 1 prepared by their parents 1 extending cordial treatment. 
Cordial treatment in desegregation is treatment absent of physical 
persecution. 
All school officials interviewed were well pleased with the 
attitude of the Negro and white students during desegregation. 
In the area of athletics 1 Negro students were more integrated 
than in any other desegregated area of school life. Most school 
systems observed in this study were in the second or third year of 
desegregation and progress could be seen in other areas. Negro 
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student s  were becoming clas s officers and were being allowed to 
a s sume more s chool re sponsibilitie s .  The pre sence of Negro 
student s in elective office s indicated a further ins ight into the 
vital role played by the student s during the desegregation of the 
public s chool s . 
Parent s played an important role in the desegregation of the 
Parent-Teacher As sociations . This organiz ation , always a potential 
vital force in the operation of public s chool s ,  afforded the parent s 
an opportunity to become acquainted with the parent s of student s 
attending s chool together for the first time . 
Teachers 
The teachers were an active force in the de segreg ation pro­
ce s s .  To the teacher came the re sponsibility of accepting new 
student s in the clas sroom . For the mo st part the new student s were 
corning from s chools that were inferior . The problem of a s sisting 
the se students  to adj ust to the new s chool , curriculum , and other 
s chool activitie s pre sented a challenge to the se teacher s . That 
they have succeeded wa s evident by the prai se given them by the 
s chool principals .  Negro parents interviewed by the writer also 
gave much credit to the teachers for the succe s s  of the desegregation 
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of the school s in this study . 
A few teachers re s igned from sy stems planning de segregation 1 
but superintendent s could not s ay they were re s igning because of 
desegregation . The superintendent s had no evidence to support 
thi s  because the teachers would not give desegregation a s  a rea son 
for leaving the system 1 although the superintendent s involved in 
the se situations felt thi s was the rea son . 
The Negro teachers could be cla s sed a s  expendable s in the 
de segregation proce s s . Of the ten public s chool system s in this 
study , only three had made an effort to de segregate the teachers . 
Sy stems E ,  F 1 and G were the sy stems that tried integrated 
faculties . 
School sy stem E placed Negro teachers in desegregated 
schools as a s s i stant librarian and clerk in the early stages of de seg­
regation . Some of the Negro teachers in thi s  system had to be 
persuaded to accept the se po sitions , because they felt they were 
qualified a s  teachers and should be so accepted . In thi s interview 
the chairman of the county school board said:  "The s ix Negro teach­
ers who would have no student s to teach were on tenure . The 
superintendent decided that the se teachers must be kept . Of the 
twenty-nine Negro teachers in thi s  county 1 twenty-five have a 
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ma ster ' s  degree . They were highly qualified and are doing a fine 
j ob for u s . " 
The Negro teachers were also used to teach remedial read­
ing . No child wa s forced to attend the se cla s s e s . They attended 
only if the parent s had no obj e ction . The Negro teachers were also 
used to fill vacancie s when regular teachers were ab sent . The 
chairman of the school board and the superintendent were favorably 
impre s sed with the Negro teachers and their ability to gain accep­
tance by teachers I parent s 1 and students . 
Sy stem G integrated it s facultie s because the Negro teach­
ers sought legal counsel for an interpretation of the Supreme Court 
decision . They reported the information they obtained to the 
superintendent;  he 1 in turn 1 informed the s chool board . The board 
of education went to the State Capitol to verify the validity of the 
information given to the Negro teachers . When the board of educa­
tion found that State tenure laws protected the Negro teachers 1 they 
placed them in desegregated s chools a s  a s s i stant librarians . Thi s  
wa s all done a s  a re sult o f  Negro teachers a sking the superintendent 
what he wa s going to do for them . His reply 1 however I wa s that he 
wa s n 't going to do anything for them . 
The superintendent of thi s  sy stem stated that he would 
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he s itate to place a Negro teacher in complete charge of a cla s s . 
He felt that it would take a number of years before Negro teachers 
would be accepted . When talking to the high s chool principal , it 
was learned that the Negro teacher a s s igned a s  a s sistant librarian 
was in charge of art education and taught three art cla s s e s . The 
principal reported that the pupil s liked her and cooperated with her .  
The principal al so felt much credit wa s due the Negro teachers in 
his  sy stem for preparing the Negro student s for desegregation . He 
gave as example s the type of clothe s worn by the Negroe s and the 
intimate knowledge of the s chool policies , history , and tradition 
they had acquired . This orientation , he felt , helped the Negro 
student s adj u st .  
The Negro teacher integrated in sy stem F was retained 
because she did not seek employment after it was announced in the 
summer that s chools would be desegregated that fall . The other 
Negro teachers sought e mployment elsewhere ;  but , when the local 
paper announced the regular pre - school meeting of all teachers , 
she attended . The superintendent and the board decided they would 
place her in the high s chool a s  librarian . She met the State re­
quirement s  for a librarian . Her principal felt she wa s doing a 
creditable j ob .  
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The superintendent of sy stem C felt that maybe "ten years 
from now he could put a Negro teacher in a white s chool but he 
didn 't believe the people would let him now . " He had no evidence 
to support this 1 but he j u st believed it . He felt that a child has 
the right to attend school anywhere 1 but the teacher does not have 
that right and he would not force it on the people . He said there 
is no law to force a superintendent to hire a teacher and he did n 't 
feel that he had to explain why he wouldn 't hire a Negro teacher in 
a desegregated s chool . 
All superintendent s interviewed stated that teachers had 
done a creditable j ob in a s sisting student s to become adj usted to 
new s chool policies  on desegregation . Teachers were reported to 
have cooperated with s chool officials 1 student s  1 and parent s  during 
the desegregation proce s s . 
The General Public 
The citizens of the communitie s where the s chool systems in 
this study were located met the problem of desegregation in a manner 
typical of their heritage . There was some acceptance 1 some 
re s istance 1 and some confu sion . A hi stology of the State was once 
recorded a s: 
• • • 
Kentucky i s  neither northern nor southern , but is  
a hodge podge of  the good and bad of both . More often 
than not , our southern exposure dominate s even though it 
i s  easier for Kentuckians to look Northerly and sometime s 
like what they see • 4 
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Race relations in thi s State , historically , are described a s  
friendly . Prior to and during the Civil War 1 the State and its popu-
lace were divided on the ir convictions and loyaltie s  to their State , 
the slave que stion , and the Union of the States in the war . Al-
though generally counted a s  one of the thirteen Southern state s 
clas sed as  nOld South 1 "  Kentucky was a border state having 
e conomic , political , and social tie s  with liberal state s on it s 
northern border , and the same with a conservative state on it s 
southern border . This geographical dichotomy greatly influenced 
the thinking of the citizens of Kentucky during the Civil War and 
later influenced their thinking along like channels  in regard to the 
Supreme Court decision of May 195 4 declaring segregation in public 
education unconstitutional . 
Interviews with superintendent s ,  s chool board members , 
principal s ,  and teachers indicated that although a maj ority of the 
citizens in this  study probably opposed desegregation , they 
4Frank L .  Stanley ,  Sr . ,  " Supreme Court Edict May Be 
Applicable , n Louisville Defender 1 Article 10 , September 1 8 ,  1 95 8 .  
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recogni zed the authority of  the Supreme Court decision, reali zed the 
value of a system of public education  for all children, and re spected 
law and order . Therefore, they were willing to accept desegrega­
tion in the public s chools . Tho se citizens who would have cho sen 
no education at all for their children rather than desegregation were 
a small numerical minority . There were a few citizens who believed 
that desegregation was morally right . The s chool patrons seemed to 
rely on the j udgment of the duly elected or appointed s chool official s 
in the desegregation of the public s chool s .  
No school system interviewed reported any over violence on 
the part of the citizenry . Protests , ye s;  but active violence , no . 
In only one system included in this study did the citizens threaten 
action that could have cau sed violence . 
In sy stem F Negro patrons refu sed the first plan for de segre­
gation offered by the board of education . This plan involved the 
upper three grade s of high s chool . Some Negro citizens at that 
time asked for complete desegregation; others a sked to leave the 
s chools completely segregated . The Negro patron s who a sked for 
the continuation of segregated schools felt that desegregation would 
not compensate for the los s  of Negro teachers and school social life 
for the N egro student s . The s chool board denied the se reque st s 
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and proceeded with their plan of de segregation . Economic pre s sure 
was brought against the Negroe s .  One year later the s chool board 
announced a bond iss uance to obtain funds for s chool improvement . 
When Negroes learned that a portion of the money was to be spent 
for the improvement of the Negro s chool , they threatened court 
action for complete desegregation . The superintendent reported 
that the white citizens said if the economic re strictions did not 
work to keep the Negro quiet , they would revive the Ku Klux Klan . 
The superintendent said he believed the NAACP wa s still working in 
the community against the improvement of the Negro school . He 
also said the community was "made up of mountain folk .. who were 
primarily on relief and oppo sed to integration .  
The general public reacted to desegregation in a manner 
befitting it s complexities . Some of it s members gave support; 
some gave oppo s ition; and some gave no vi sible reaction . The 
maj ority of the citizens , however , were willing to cooperate with 
s chool authoritie s in the interest of a continuing program of public 
education . Public opinion was shaped by tho se me mbers of the 
community who were willing to work in leadership capacitie s .  
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Chapter Summary 
The a ct ion s of certain groups d irectly influenced the pro­
gre s s  of d e segregation in the public s chool s .  
The Supreme Court deci s ions of 1 9 5 4  and 1 9 5 5  removed 
legal sanction of compul sory segregation by race in public school s . 
The Kentucky State Department of Education i s sued a statement to 
all local s chool d istrict s appealing for approval of and compliance 
with the court deci s ions . The se legal d evelopments provided a 
b a s i s  for s chool officials t o  plan for d e s e gregation . 
Other agencie s became involved in planning and played 
vital roles in d e segregation . The s e  agencie s were local s chool 
board s , advi sory cit i zens committee s 1 s chool principals and teach­
ers 1 the general public , and parent s and student s . 
The pre s s  and pre s sure groups were a ct ive only to a degree 
and played a le s ser role than other group s .  
Local s chool boards that gave early approval to d e segrega­
t ion plans made a definite contribution to a calm tran sition . School 
board s also a s s i sted superint endent s by approving the u se of citi­
zen s  committee s . The activitie s of citizens committees became 
vital forc e s  in fo stering cooperation between board s of education and 
the general public . 
School officials recommended no ma s s  meetings and no 
pre s s  relea se s .  
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School principals and teachers accepted the re sponsibility 
of orienting the new student s to desegregated s chools . They 
a ss i sted all student s  in the adj ustment s  to new s chool policies 
occa s ioned by desegregation . The acceptance of de segregation by 
the student s  1 parent s 1 and general public reflected the value of 
careful planning by school officials .  
The actions of these group s either directly or indirectly 
became a force in the shaping of the behavioral patterns of superin­
tendent s  during desegregation . 
CHAPTER III 
IMPACT OF FORCES ON THE SUPERINTENDENT 
In a companion study Ingram 1 identified the behavioral 
patterns of the superintendents in thi s  study . By carefully evalu-
ating the actions of the superintendent s  during the proce s s  of 
desegregating the public s chool s 1 Ingram wa s able to clas s the se 
superintendents into four general behavior patterns . The se patterns 
were: 
Group I - Superintendent s  who furnished initial leadership 
and made careful preparation for public s chool desegregation; 
Group II - Superintendents who initiated action without care-
ful planning for de segregation; 
Group III - Superintendent s who waited for the community or 
other out side agencie s to initiate action and who then provided 
formal leadership in preparing for de segregation; 
Group IV - Superintendent s who waited for the community or 
other agencie s to initiate action and who made little formal 
1sam H .  Ingram 1 "Behavioral Pattern s of Selected Superinten­
dents  During the Proce s s  of Public School De segregation "�Unpubli shed 
Ed . D .  the sis  1 University of Tenne s see I June 1959) . 
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preparation for desegregation. 
Discussions in this chapter will attempt to show significant 
forces taken into consideration by superintendents who initiated 
action and made careful preparation for public school desegregation . 
The latter part of the chapter will treat the actions of the superinten­
dents who provided little formal leadership during desegregation. 
Superintendents Who Furnished Initial Leadership and Made 
Careful Preparations for Public School Desegregation 
The superintendents who took initiating action in desegrega­
tion considered many factors in making this decision . These were 
individuals who recognized the Supreme Court decision as a constitu­
tional basis for initiating action . They saw the necessity for 
operating the schools within the framework of the court decision; they 
saw the need and opportunity to improve educational opportunities 
for the Negro students in the system , because many of the Negro 
schools were unaccredited and they saw the financial problems con­
fronting them. 
The attitude of acquiescence to the court decision expressed 
by the State officials was an element of support for these superinten­
dents. Superintendents in this group were not men easily influenced 
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by the statements of men in authority positions 1 but men who 
realized the need for licit approval and support to effect so great a 
change in school policy. Once the personal decision to desegre­
gate was made I these superintendents began careful preparations to 
insure an orderly and communicative approach to the desegregation 
issue. 
The superintendents identified in this category were educa­
tional leaders concerned with providing learning opportunities for all 
children. These superintendents were also concerned with operating 
the most effective school systems possible and realized the Negro 
schools were inadequate. These superintendents took into consi­
deration the importance of the Supreme Court decision 1 State 
officials and the State Department of Education approval , and their 
personal beliefs about public education in forming the basis of their 
approach to the decision to desegregate. 
The same quality of leadership that gave impetus to the 
initiating action guided the careful planning and firm policies that 
followed . Careful and thoughtful planning were necessary to insure 
an orderly approach to so controversial a problem. Every pas sible 
source of opposition had to be considered; every possible source of 
support had to be made permanent. Lay people had to become 
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informed and pledge cooperation; principals and teachers had to be 
included in the planning , for their cooperation was vital to the 
success of the venture. All of these helped create the environment 
in which desegregation could be worked out. 
The reaction of these groups to the superintendent 's proposal 
to desegregate often forced a revision of original plans . These 
changes in plans were necessary as more people became involved , 
more views were expressed , and more information was gained con­
cerning the possible reaction of the community to desegregation. 
Throughout these changes , however , the general principles that 
originally directed the action to desegregate remained firmly 
entrenched in the superintendents. These general principles guided 
action toward desegregation in a spirit of "when " and "how , 11 rather 
than "if. " 
The board of education is the policy-making body of the 
school system; consequently policy changes cannot be effected with­
out the approval of the board . The first step in this orderly plan 
was to involve members of the board of education in discussion of 
the desegregation issue. This issue was presented as a possible 
solution to many problems the boards needed to solve . The financial 
saving that could be realized by desegregating the schools was 
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discussed. One system was spending $ 2 ,  000  annually for the 
education of eight Negro students. This city system did not have 
a Negro school but had a contract with the county system to educate 
these children. The cost was $ 25 0 per pupil annually for Negro 
students as contrasted with $9 0 for white students . The superin­
tendent of this system cited to the board the possibility of 
equalizing the per pupil cost of education through desegregation of 
the schools. The cost of operating a dual transportation system 
was compared to the cost of operating a single transportation system. 
T he board members were told the importance of giving early consi­
deration to desegregation. This early approach was recommended 
to avoid litigation that might result in a court order to desegregate . 
The board was also told that an early solution would have the advan­
tage of allowing all concerned to become informed by leaders 
concerned with the welfare of public education , rather than being 
informed by people concerned only with opposition and violence. 
Once approval by the board was granted , discussion of the 
problems involved revealed the need for information and assistance 
from interested school patrons and a need for active and informed 
leadership in both groups . This led to the formation of the citizens 
committees. These citi zens , representing many facets of life , 
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cooperated with and served in  an advi sory capa city to the superin-
tendent and the board in formulating plans . The citi zens committee 
wa s usually bi-ra cial and provided opportunitie s for members to 
work together for a common goal , probably for the first time . 
In a recent study of bi-racial education in the South , the 
authors accurately portrayed the average Southerner ' s  reaction to 
the Supreme Court decision a s :  
The average Southerner ' s  reaction t o  the Court decision 
create s great turmoil within himself . He wishe s  to be a 
law-abiding citizen and he believe s himself to be loyal to 
the great value s which have made thi s  nation what it i s ;  
but when he applie s the te st o f  h i s  basic value commit­
ment s a s  an American to the race problem , he is made very 
uncomfortable and unhappy . The inner conflict which is  
brought on has sometime s caused him to shed his  obj e c­
tivity and to surrender to emotionalism . 2 
Thi s reaction wa s generally true of members of the citizens 
committee s at the initial meeting s .  The se people , however , soon 
placed the segregation i s sue in it s proper perspective within the 
complex program of developing better s chools which wa s gaining 
momentum in the South . The leadership of the superintendent wa s 
a po s itive influence in effecting thi s  change of attitude . When 
2Truman M .  Pierce et al . ,  White and Negro Schools In the 
South (Englewood Cliffs , New Jersey: Prentice-Hall , Inc . , 1 9 5 5 ) , 
p .  3 05 . 
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the se committee s became informed in all  a spect s  of  segregation and 
it s relationship to the democratic principle s of public education 1 
they were willing to as sist the superintendent in the proj ect of 
informing other members of the community . The succe s s  of the 
committee s  in gaining support from leaders in other areas of com­
munity life gave additional confidence to superintendents  in further 
planning . 
To sound out community sentiment further on de segregation 1 
one citizens committee , at the reque st of the superintendent , planned 
a serie s of meeting s with re pre sentative s of all community organiza­
tions who were willing to meet with the committee . Repre sentative s 
from each organization met separately with the committee .  The 
repre sentat ive s who came to the s e s sions took the information back 
to their organization for di s cu s s ion . The se meetings with repre sen­
tative s from profe s s ional , industrial , civic , and social organizations 
a s sured the superintendent of cooperation and support from the 
maj ority of the community and a minimum of oppo sition from the re st 
of the community . This leadership did much to relieve tensions and 
remove irritants  from both race s . 
Other committee s  used different approache s for a scertaining 
community reaction , but the net re sult wa s the same . Each 
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committee was able to convey accurately to the superintendent the 
po s s ible reactions of the many segments  of the community to de seg­
regation . Thi s  information enabled the superintendent s to direct 
adequate preparations for a diverse acceptance of desegregation . 
The reaction of the s chool boards and citizens committees 
gave the superintendents the courage to face oppo sition from other 
source s .  The support of the s chool board s and the citizens commit­
tee s also gave an added incentive for further thoughtful planning . 
When the news of plans for de segregation be came known , 
inquirie s were made of the supe rintendents  and board s by both 
organized and unorganized groups . These group s included the 
general public 1 teachers 1 pre s sure group s 1 and fre quently the 
pre s s . 
To answer the que stions of the se groups and attempt to work 
with them posed a delicate problem in human relations . The se 
people and the ideas they e spou sed concerning de segregation had to 
be understood and considered . For the most part I all they needed 
wa s complete factual information as to why the superinte ndent and 
the board were taking this action . In all instance s the se situations 
were met with a firm and po sitive attitude by the superintendent . 
As with the s chool boards and the citi zens committee s ,  the 
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superintendent s met with the principals and teachers of the s chool s 
and explained fully the reasons for the de ci sion to de segregate 
their s chools .  The teachers were given instructions in the proper 
method of receiving the Negro student s . The superintendent s  were 
concerned with teacher attitude s ;  however , through the se meeting s 
they were able to know their teachers much better . The complete 
program of de segregation wa s explained , que stions were answered , 
and teacher cooperation was solicited in the s cheduled meeting s .  
Teachers were ask to remain in the sy stem; but , if for any personal 
rea son a teacher felt he could not perform effectively in a de segre­
gated s chool , he was free to seek new employment . Teachers were 
encouraged to discu s s  freely any a spe ct of de segregation . 
One superintendent experienced initial oppo s ition from s chool 
principal s in his  system . By carefully working with thi s  group so 
important to individual s chool administration , he wa s able not only 
to gain their support in de segregation of student s , but they also 
accepted de segregated facultie s .  The principals worked clo sely 
with the superintendent throughout the entire proce s s . Negro prin­
cipal s were helpful in planning programs they fe lt would be st meet 
the need s  of the new student s . The intimate knowledge of the 
educational background of the Negro student s , their social outlook , 
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and their expectations were considered in planning s e s s ions with 
the Negro principals . 
Teachers were told to treat Negro student s a s  new student s 
only . Being new student s  1 they were expected to be oriented into 
the s chool program a s  any new student would be . In this way the 
facultie s of the different s chool s were prepared for the de segregated 
situation and to a s si st in student adj u stment s for the following 
year . Informed persons related the se instructions to the succe s s  
o f  desegregation by citing the minimum of incident s  of student 
conflict s .  The excellent work done by teachers in all s chools wa s 
fre quently referred to by the superintendent s . 
Public opinion is  a powerful instrument for change or status 
quo if accepted from random s ource . The superintendent s  in this 
first category 1 however 1 strove to shape public opinion by is suing 
sincere statement s of motive s for de segregation . 
Some citi zens obj e cted individually 1 but there wa s no or­
ganized move to dis credit de segregation . The leadership of the 
superintendent s tended to cause the citizens to view segregation 
with a new perspective . Old traditions and definitions were re­
examined and new conclus ions were drawn--ba sed on rational 
information rather than myth s .  The nece s sity for reliable information 
in decision making was ably stated by Pierce et al . , who wrote: 
• • . The final deci sion on how be st to implement the 
court ' s  decision depend s upon the social and moral will 
of the American people . Moral decisions which stand the 
te st of time and circum stance must re st upon informed 
intelligence . • • . 3 
They further stated: 
• • • In order to effect means for implementing the 
Supreme Court ' s  decision with considered j udgment and 
unimpa s sioned rea son , the people mu st understand the 
social , e conomic , and educational implications of segre­
gation . The will , the heart , the intelligence can be st be 
brought to bear upon re solving the issue of segregation 
if all the fact s are in hand . . . • 4 
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The importance of having public a cceptance of desegreg ation 
wa s properly considered by the superintendent s in this  first category 
and much preparation was done to secure this  acceptance , at least 
to the degree of cooperation with --if not complete acce ptance 
of--the program . 
As was mentioned e arlier in thi s  chapter , the appointing of 
citizens as advi sory committee members wa s a step in the direction 
of obtaining public support . 
The superintendent s  accepted every opportunity to s peak with 
3Ibid . I p .  2 2 .  
4Ibid . ,  pp . 2 2- 2 3 . 
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group s and individuals i n  formal and informal meeting s and explain 
the rea sons for de segregating the s chools and the method s to be 
u sed in the proce s s . The relative importance of the se contact 
meeting s can be a s se s sed when the number of such meeting s an 
educational leader has with citizens is  cons idered . 
Some of the superintendent s relea sed the plans to desegre­
gate by announcement s  to the pre s s . Other superintendents  1 
through agreement s  with the pre s s  1 released no de segregation plan s . 
The pattern of behavior attributed to the se superintendent s 
during the proce s s  of de segregation of the public s chools charac­
teri zed the ir actions in solving other s chool problems . 
Superintendent s frequently made statement s  of compari son between 
desegregation and school building program s or financial support 
programs .  Some statements  frequently heard were 1 "We approached 
desegregiltion j ust like we would any other s chool problem " ;  or "In 
any s chool problem we attempt to solve 1 we like to have all the 
fact s  1 carefully cons ider them 1 work out a plan I and then proceed to 
rally support for the succe s sful completion of the proj e ct .  Thi s 
consistency of action served the superintendent s well during the 
proce s s  of desegregating the s chools . 
The superintendent s  who se actions place them in this behavior 
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pattern provided dynamic leadership during the period from segrega­
tion to de segregation . Di splaying an abiding faith in the ability of 
an informed cit izenry to solve problem s  1 the superintendent s pro­
posed a cooperative plan of action void of coercion or force . The se 
superintendent s were able men willing to j oin in strengthening the 
march of progre s s . That they believed in leadership and democratic 
ideals wa s evident . 
Superintende nt s  Who Initiated Action Without 
Careful Planning for De segregation 
Superintendent s who initiated action without careful planning 
de segregated the schools but encountered recurring wave s of pro­
te st s from several source s .  Of the ten superintendent s in this 
study 1 Ingram placed one in this behavior pattern . 
Informed persons in this system said this superintendent 
acted in good faith and held the personal belief that desegregation 
wa s the only right thing to do . 
If any one factor could be considered a s  a pos sible cau se 
for recurring prote st 1 it would probably be the lack of communication 
that existed between the superintendent and the general public . 
Many factors probably were considered by the superintendent 
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when he de cided to initiate desegregation in his sy stem . Persons 
interviewed seemed to think thi s  initial action of the superintendent 
wa s prompted by a personal belief of the need for desegregated 
s chools and becau se of the Supreme Court • s decision . 
The superintendent began his  program for de segregation by 
appealing for school board approval . He cited a s  a ba sis  for his 
approach the Supreme Court decision , the enrollment figure s at the 
Negro high s chool , and the advantage s of de segregating before 
court action wa s taken . A board member said the board de segre-
gated the high s chool only becau se 
11
• • • a future drop in enrollment at the Negro s chool 
would leave it below the minimum State requirement for a 
senior high s chool . The s chool was unaccredited by the 
State becau se of the small enrollment . We didn 't de seg­
regate the grade s chools be cau se the white grade s chools 
were on double shift s  due to a cla s sroom shortage . The 
other reason was to avoid court action . 11 
The superintendent seemed to have con sidered only the school 
board and s chool principals in his original planning se s s ions . He 
probably felt the involvement of citizens would create oppo sition to , 
rather than acceptance of , de segregation . A po s sible re sult of the 
lack of careful planning was the lack of understanding that wa s shown 
by Negro and white citizens .  
The s chool board relea s ed a brief statement to the pre s s  
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stating that the high school would be desegregated . A large group 
of Negro parent s met with the board and regi stered a prote st over 
desegregation; they prote sted be cau se Negro teachers were to be 
fired . The board proceeded with desegregation plans without the 
a s si stance of a citizens  committee or formal meetings with the 
general public .  
The maj ority of the white citizens were opposed to desegre­
gation and seemingly could not understand why action wa s taken to 
de segregate the school s .  A group of first-grade mothers met with 
the superintendent and a sked why he didn 't send all Negro student s 
back to their s chool so the white children could get a full day ' s  
schooling . 
The maj ority of the Negro citi zens approved of de segregation 
because of the s chool program at the desegregated s chool . The 
former high s chool for Negro student s  did not offer course work in 
s cience 1 busine s s  1 or vocational education . The firing of five 
Negro teachers became the basis  of prote st to desegregation by a 
group of Negro parent s . They felt the benefit s of de segregation 
could not compensate for the los s  of the teachers . Another group of 
Negro parent s prote sted on the ba sis  of complete desegregation of 
all grade s 1 not j u st the high s chool . Each group had a vocal leader 
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to foster their cause . The superintendent recognized the Negro 
principal a s  the leader of the Negroes and sought his advice on all 
matters pertaining to desegregation and the Negro community. Thi s  
was probably the rea son for the lack of communication between the 
superintendent and the Negro citizen s . The general feeling of 
unrest among citizens was still present the third year of de segre­
gation. 
De spite evidences of protest to desegregation from the 
community , everyone concerned verified the fact that good relation s 
exi sted between the student s in cla s ses and athletic event s. The 
Negro principal spoke with pride of the s chola stic achievements of 
his former student s at the desegregated s chool . In sport s ,  Negro 
players earned three positions on the varsity basketball team and a 
Negro was elected captain of the local football bowl game. 
The superintendent of thi s sy stem had faced the problem of 
de segregation and decided on a constructive course of reconciling 
the divergent forces of the community that would s low- -if not 
halt--thi s cons tructive pattern. If the force s that shaped the deci­
sion to de segregate will continue to operate and recognize the need 
for con structive plans to further the initial goal s of de segregation , 
informed per sons believe that much of the confu sion will be removed . 
Superintendents Who Waited for the Community or Other 
Out side Agencie s to Initiate Action and Who Then 
Provided Formal Leadership in Preparing 
for De segregation 
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The superintendents Ingram placed in thi s behavioral pattern 
were cognizant of the pre sence of force s supporting the legal status 
of de segregation and force s oppos ing the enactment of de segregation . 
The difference between the se men and the superintendent s in the 
first behavioral pattern discus sed earlier in this  chapter wa s one of 
value placement . Wherea s  the superintendent s in the first behavioral 
pattern considered the implications of the Supreme Court decision 
and the statement of reque st for compliance from the State Department 
of Education a s  a ba sis  for approaching desegregation 1 the superinten­
dent s  in this behavioral pattern did not . Although each of the three 
superintendent s in this behavioral pattern di s cu s sed de segregation 
with the ir s chool board s 1 no deci sive plan of action wa s adopted 
until initial action wa s taken by the community or other agencie s .  
The degree of leadership exhibited by the se men in gaining 
support of their school board s wa s at first cons idered a factor 1 but in 
two of the situations this factor wa s later dis credited when further 
inve stigation revealed the eva s ive methods u sed by the superintendent 
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and the board to avoid de segregation . 
With one exception the se men seemed to place more value 
on community sentiment 1 personal acceptance 1 and s chool board 
rapport . The bond s of fear or inertia that held the se men relatively 
inactive could have been the re sult of many factors . 
The se superintendent s in di s cu s sions with their board s for 
approval of desegregation cited only the Supreme Court decision and 
the State Department support of the deci sion . They did not include 
the cost of financing a dual sy stem 1 the inadequacie s of facilitie s I 
or moral rea sons for de segregation . In discu s s ions with the s chool 
board 1 one superintendent a s s i sted the board in it s effort to find an 
alternate solution to desegregation . 
In one case the Negro parent s  had petitioned the s chool board 
several time s before the Supreme Court decision of 1 9 5 4  for improve-
ment s  for their s chool . The board minute s of April 2 1 1 1 9 5 5  I 
referred to their late st re que st as follows: 
____ PTA group met with the board and offered 
written recommendations for the improvement of the s chool 
curriculum . Some were to re store Chemistry I Phy sics and 
Geometry; provide Band instruction 1 Art 1 Phy sica! Education 
teacher 1 Manual Training 1 Library facilitie s and night foot­
ball facilitie s .  
Instead of using the inadequacy of s chool facilitie s a s  a 
ba sis  for gaining support of desegregation 1 the superintendent in 1 9 5 5  
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approached the Negroe s in  a meeting and asked them to  consider 
sending the children to a nearby city at the expense of the board . 
Facilities for Negro student s were supposedly better in the nearby 
city . 
During this period the Negro citizens in thi s  sy stem had been 
conferring with a Negro lawyer; and the board 1 fearing a lawsuit by 
the Negroe s 1 appointed a bi-racial committee in an effort to prevent 
this . 
The superintendent of this  system I by not taking a positive 
stand and not performing hi s official duty as an educational leader 
in a controversial is sue 1 compromised personal principle s .  He 
intimated that as a Christian person he reali zed de segregation wa s 
inevitable 1 but his  actions during the initial stage s of de segregation 
did not exhibit this  belief . 
A superintendent who had no Negro s chools in his sy stem 
wa s a sked by Negro parent s in the late summer of 195 6 to desegre ­
gate schools .  He replied 1 11N o definite plans have been formed a s  
yet . When we de cide 1 we will let you know . 11 When the city sys­
tem where the Negro students from this system were attending s chool 
announced they would be de segregated for the 1 95 6  s chool year 1 
some Negro parent s telephoned the superintendent and a sked again 
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for desegregation. His answer to the second request was the same 
as for the first . 
Meanwhile 1 several events were occurring. The teachers 
voted unanimously for desegregated classes 1 the community council 
of clubs solicited community support , and the board discussed de­
segregation and went on record as approving the State Department of 
Education ' s  request for compliance with the Supreme Court ' s  decision. 
The events listed above could have provided a setting for initial 
action by the superintendent 1 but hesitancy on the part of the super­
intendent allowed the Negro parents to take initial action i n  
desegregation. 
The one superintendent Ingram placed in this behavioral pat­
tern who did not initiate action for the same reasons as the 
superintendents previously discussed seemed to share leadership 
with the board of education . This superintendent had discus sed 
desegregation with the board after the Supreme Court ' s  decision and I 
although no official plans were made I the board and the superinten­
dent felt they would desegregate. 
A citizens committee was formed by citizens for the purpose 
of formulating plans for desegregation when no official action was 
taken by the superintendent . This committee invited the 
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superintendent to a meeting and submitted a plan calling for an 
immediate start . The plan wa s not accepted by the superintendent . 
The action of the committee aroused the board to the intere st of the 
citizens in de segregation . The board with the superintendent 
later made plans to desegregate the high s chool . 
The chairman of the s chool board stated that there wa s no 
animo sity on the part of anyone concerning desegreg ation . 
The three superintendent s  placed in this behavioral pattern 
did not take initial action to de segregate s chools but did provide 
formal leadership in planning for de segregation after the initial 
action wa s taken by other agencie s . The superintendent s worked 
with members of their staffs in planning general policy . The se 
plans in some instance s included consolidation of s chools for more 
efficient operation . Dual transportation sy stem s  1 formerly segre­
gated 1 now were one 1 thereby creating a financial saving . 
Superintendent s worked with principals in preparing the teachers for 
de segregation . However 1 the maj ority of the work of informing 
student s of new policie s wa s done by principal s  and teachers . 
The general public either cooperated with the planning or wa s 
tolerant . In one sy stem the superintendent appointed a citizens  
committee to  a s sist in  some planning 1 but generally the citizens did 
not a s sume a maj or role in planning for de segregation in the se 
sy stems . 
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The fear of community re action and the desire to maintain 
friendly relations with the ge neral public seemed to have played an 
important part in the refusal of the se superintendents  to take initial 
action . A definite lack of leadership ability wa s also exhibited in 
their refusal to perform official dutie s  in a controvers ial is sue . 
Mter initial action wa s taken by Negroes and the community seemed 
tolerant 1 the se men as sumed their role s as educational leaders and 
as sisted in planning . This would seem to indicate the importance 
of public opinion to them and the fear of j eopardizing the ir social 
position in the community . 
Superintendents VVho Waited for the Community or Other 
Agencie s to Initiate Action and Who Made Little 
Formal Pre paration for De segregation 
One similarity the two superintendents in this behavior pat­
tern shared with superinte ndents discu s sed previously in this chapter 
wa s that they 1 too 1 discu s sed with the ir boards the que stion of de­
segregating the s chool s .  The se discu s s ions , however I led to no 
official action until Negro parents re sorted to legal me asure s to 
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initiate action . The questions remain: How much leadership 
ability was exerted by the superintendent in his efforts to gain 
support from the board ? How sincere was he in his efforts ? What 
were his personal convictions on the question ? The answers to 
these and similar questions could be obtained only from the superin­
tendent . Since these answers were not forthcoming , one alternative 
was an observance of the superintendent ' s  actions during this 
period . 
Mter discussing desegregation, the superintendents and the 
boards pursued a policy of "wait and see; if no one requests deseg­
regation , then the problem is solved . "  
The reasons given for not taking official action that were 
discussed in the section just prior to this will also hold true for 
these superintendents . They were men not easily convinced to 
assume leadership roles in controversial issues. The superinten­
dents, however, went farther in their respect for community reaction; 
they failed to assume any responsibility for planning for desegrega­
tion after the initial action had been taken by Negro parents . 
Desegregation was started as a result of a court order re­
sulting from a suit filed by Negro parents in one system . The other 
system was desegregated because of the absence of an alternative . 
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The refusal of a city system to accept Negro county students forced 
this system to desegregate. There were no Negro schools in the 
county. 
The respect these superintendents had for desegregation was 
displayed by the way they allowed school personnel to muddle through 
the intricate problems involved in desegregating a school system . 
There were no formal meetings with faculty members on desegregation. 
Preparations pertaining to student participation were not made for 
either group of students . No formal community preparations were 
made to cope with acceptance or rej ection of desegregation. One 
system desegregated the weekend before school opened on Monday. 
The superintendent made no official announcement to the public . 
Negro parents were contacted and told to have their children at the 
bus stop. School bus drivers were called to a meeting and told to 
pick up all children and take them to school . The princ ipal was noti­
fied , but teachers and students had no official information concerning 
this until Negro students arrived for the first day of s chool. 
Some of the results of this lack of planning were highlighted 
in an interview with a Negro parent. This parent felt that students 
and teachers would have had a better relationship with Negro students 
if some planning had taken place. Referring to desegregation, she 
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said I "It's difficult for children to do without preparation what we 
adults have not been able to do in a lifetime with preparation . .. 
School principals reported few problems but indicated that some 
planning would have made the adjustment easier . 
Desegregation procedures should operate in a manner condu­
cive to gaining the confidence and continued respect of all persons 
interested in public education. To attempt to desegregate schools 
without careful planning is an unnecessary risk that should be care­
fully avoided. 
Chapter Summary 
The impact of different forces in the shaping of the behavior 
patterns of the superintendents in this study was discussed in this 
chapter. It was evident in the discussion of action taken and pos­
sible reasons for this action that there was a wide range of differences 
between the operational patterns of the superintendents . Some 
assumed leadership roles throughout the process of desegregation / 
while others did not . 
The four superintendents who furnished initial leadership and 
made careful preparations for public school desegregation made a 
direct approach to the problem. In attempts to secure support and 
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cooperation from the s chool board , they cited many advantage s to be 
derived from a prompt and reasonable start to de segregation . They 
referred to the Supreme Court decision and the State Department of 
Education ' s  approval of the decision when they sought s chool board 
approval for desegregation . When the board approved de segregation , 
the superintendents  in this behavioral pattern then made plans that 
included school personnel and s chool patrons participation in general 
planning s e s s ions for de segregation of the s chool s . The superin­
tende nts  in this behavioral pattern provided leader ship throughout 
the proce s s  of de segregating the s chools in the ir system s .  
The one superintendent who initiated action without careful 
planning was reported to have acted in good faith in taking initial 
action to de segrate the s chools but to have failed to con sider the 
community re sources in making final plan s for desegregation . If 
any one factor could be considered a s  a po s s ible cause for re curring 
prote sts of de segregation from the public , it would probably be the 
lack of communication that existed between the superinte ndent and 
the general public . The superintende nt seemed to have cons idered 
only the school board and school principals  in his  original planning 
ses s ions . 
The three superinte ndent s who waited for the community or 
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other out side agencie s t o  initiate action for de segregation were not 
succe s sful in obtaining school board approval for de segregation . 
Two of the three superintendent s in this  behavioral pattern seemed 
to place more value on community sentiment 1 personal acceptance 1 
and s chool board rapport than they did on plans for initial action to 
de segregate . The one remaining superintendent who did not initiate 
action seemed to share leadership with the board of education . 
The two superintendents  who waited for the community or 
other agencie s to initiate action and who made little formal prepara­
tion for de segregation discus sed with their boards the que stion of 
de segregating the schools 1 but no official action was taken until 
Negro parent s re sorted to legal measure s to initiate action . The se 
superintendents  were not willing to a s sume leadership role s in 
controversial is sues . 
CHAPTER IV 
THE EFFECT OF VARYING BEHAVIORAL PATTERN S 
ON DESEGREGATION 
The actions of variou s groups during the proce ss  of de segre­
gation of the sele cted public school systems have been dis cu s sed 
in order to show important influences exhibited during this period . 
These influence s 1 when seen in relation to the behavioral pattern s  
o f  the superintendent s in the selected sy stems I should give certain 
indications of the effect of the behavior of an effective educational 
leader in the formation of school policy . It i s  evident , however , 
that the finding s will be greatly affected by the proce s se s  utilized 
as a ba sis for j udging the data . The purpose of thi s  chapter i s  to 
determine the effect varying behavioral patterns of superintende nt s 
had on the de segregation proce s s . 
Systems in which extreme difficulty and violence occurred 
were not included in this study . Only systems expre s s ing a de s ire 
to cooperate were included . 
The kinds of influence s varying behavioral patterns of super­
intendent s  had on de segregation were determined by compiling the 
re sult s of action s taken by the superintendents  during the proce s s  
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of desegregating the public schools. The four types of behavioral 
patterns identified by Ingram were organi zed into two general classes 
for the purpose of determining the effect the behavioral patterns had 
on desegregation. The two general classes of influence were ( 1 )  the 
influence that a positive type of leadership gave to the desegregation 
program 1 and ( 2) the influence that a wavering type of leadership 
gave to the desegregation program. 
The public school superintendent is the official educational 
leader of the school system. The operational beliefs of superinten-
dents will be reflected in the approach made to problems encountered. 
It is logical to assume that operational beliefs will be different with 
different people. This being true , the approaches made by a number 
of superintendents to a similar problem will vary according to the 
variance of beliefs of the superintendents. Many other factors will 
also either directly or indirectly affect the behavior of the superin-
tendent faced with the task of desegregating the public schools. 
The cooperation of the board of education , s chool staff, community 1 
and students must be obtained in desegregating schools as well as 
any other problem affecting the learning process . 
One of the essential functions of the school adminis­
trator is to provide leadership toward the cooperative 
formulation of educational policy in the community . The 
succe s s  of the s chool leader in achieving democratic 
educational leadership in the community is fundamentally 
dependent on hi s ability to operate in consistency with 
this point of view . The cooperative formulation of 
educational policy i s  the common concern of all lay and 
profe s sional people in the community . 1 
Also: 
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The contracts between the s chool board and it s employee s  
are made largely through the superintendent of s chools . He 
is and should be the chief employee because he is the board • s 
executive officer a s  well a s  the s poke sman for the staff that 
serve under his direction so far a s  the s chool operations 
are concerned . 2 
Another duty of an effective superintendent ha s been stated a s  
follows: 
It is his duty to advi s e  the board on the need for new 
policie s or the modification of exi sting one s relating to 
the admini stration and operation of the s chool s . 3 
Some of the above statement s characterize a few of the dutie s 
or characteri stic s of an effective superintendent . 
Po sitive Leadership 
The afore stated statement s  give empha s i s  to a pos itive type 
1Harlan L .  Hagman , The Admini stration of American Public 
School s (New York: McGraw-H ill Book Co . ,  Inc . , 1 9 5 1) , p .  3 .  
2 Charle s Everand Reeve s ,  School Board s (New York: Prentice­
Hall , Inc . , 1 9 5 4) , p .  2 5 6 .  
3Ibid . , p .  2 3 5 . 
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of leadership--a type of leadership that is  willing to work with 
people in seeking a solution to problems rather than work for people 
in evading problems . 
There were superintendents  in this study who gave this 
po sitive leadership to their communitie s .  The se were the me n who 
initiated action to desegregate with a full realization of the action 
and reaction to be expected from the people involved . The courage 
that sustained these superintendent s  in their skirmishe s  with opposing 
force s wa s a vital aspect of po sitive leadership . 
The po sitive leadership displayed by the se men gave those 
working with them a ba sis for an intellectual approach to de segrega­
tion . The se superintendents  were educators who realized that the 
s chool wa s not the only educational agency in the community and 
that they were in the best position to coordinate the effort s of all 
agencie s having educational re sponsibilitie s .  They organized and 
utilized every aspect of the community in seeking a cooperative 
solution to a problem affecting the school as well as the community . 
The approach to de segregation made by the se superintendent s  
instilled confidence in those who were in doubt a s  to the timing , 
application , and outcome of de segregation . A committee member in 
one system said: 
When I went to my first meeting I had my doubts about 
everything concerning desegregation . When I left some 
of the doubts had been dispelled. I was willing to work 
toward desegregation .  There were so many good reasons 
why it should work that I was willing to give it a fair 
trial. When our superintendent gave such logical reasons 
for trying desegregation, I saw the possibility of it 
working . 
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This positive type of leadership , while instilling confidence, 
also fostered a sense of cooperation among members of different 
racial groups . The calm, assured approach to desegregation was 
noted by observers as being a vital factor in keeping all important 
lines of communication open between white and Negro people in the 
community . Frequently persons being interviewed would comment 
on the attitude of the Negro concerning the superintendent 's ac-
tions . A typical statement was: 
The Negro did not press for desegregation .  They 
knew that whatever the final outcome was, the superin­
tendent was sincere in his efforts and had done his best . 
The renewed community interest in public education that 
resulted from involving people of the community in solving the prob-
!em of desegregation could become a vital force for future progress of 
schools . The people involved in planning for desegregation will 
feel a personal responsibility for assisting in the implementation of 
these plans . This was evident in statements made by superintendents 
noting an increase in P .  T .A. attendance and participation. 
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When initial action for desegregation wa s taken , the po sitive 
leadership that wa s important in the initial stage s gained importance 
in the vital planning for the transition to desegregated s chools .  
The planning followed the pattern e stabli shed in the early stage s of 
the de segregation proce s s . This pattern included repre sentative s 
from the community and the s chool . The involvement of the com­
munity helped create the environment in which non- segregated 
s chool policie s could be worked out . Thoughtful planning and firm 
policie s advanced by the superintendent le s sened the effectivene s s  
of programs of oppo sition . 
One of the more important a spect s  of po s itive leadership is  
the high regard for legal rather than extralegal procedure s in seeking 
solutions to problems .  The decision of the Supreme Court pre sented 
a challenge of principle s to the se superintendent s .  They felt that 
superintendent s and school board s had a re sponsibility as an official 
body to comply with the Supreme Court deci s ion . The se superinten­
dent s  and s chool board s had a re sponsibility a s  an official body to 
comply with the Supreme Court decis ion . The se superintendents  
desired to maintain a recognition of  law , order , and purpo se in  the ir 
s chool community . 
The po sitive type of leadership exhibited by these  
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superintendent s is  not to be confused with the traditional concept of 
a leader- -the le ader who exhorts / coerce s 1 or manipulate s people 
into a blind followship . The po sitive type of leader see s that 
leadership is  diffu sed among all and is a characteristic of the citi­
zen in action . Leadership is  an e merging quality that spring s from 
any active citizen or citi zen group working for the fulfilment of 
creative activity . Many example s in which citizens exhibited 
le adership behavior were cited by the se superintendent s . 
The superintendents who took a firm po sitive position on 
de segregation made a definite contribution to community progre s s . 
The actions of these men during the de segregation of public s chools 
provided opportunities to be discovered in working with others .  
People of different racial groups met together and cooperatively 
planned for the transition from segregated to de segregated schools .  
The cooperative planning and active cooperation of repre sentative 
group s in the community wa s part of the program envisioned by the 
superintendent s  to insure a smooth transition to de segregation / free 
of open friction or violence . 
The behavior of the superintendent in de segregating the 
s chools had a far-reaching effect on the entire proce s s  I e specially 
in determining the direction de segregation would take . The 
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propo s al to make the desegregation program a forceful , active , and 
well-planned program wa s one of the first steps taken by the 
superintendents . The s incerity of approach wa s helpful in obtaining 
s chool board and community support . The superintendent s  were 
able to foster a cooperative atmosphere in communitie s where 
minimum , if any , activity of organizations dealing with intergroup 
relations existed . Some immediate advantage to desegregation 
derived from the influence of superintendent s exhibiting a pos itive 
type of leadership could be seen in the type of acceptance of and 
accordance with desegregation . 
Teachers and students in de segregated s chool s gave evidence 
by their actions of following the directive s of the superintendent s 
given them in earlier meeting s . 
The superintendent whose positive type of leadership fostered 
a cooperative climate for de segregation were tho se superintendent s 
who took initial action to desegregate and made careful plans for 
d e segregation . 
A principal made the following statement concerning the 
leadership of one superintendent: 110ur superintendent wa s a think­
ing man of action . Without his leadership and planning , we could 
never have accomplished what we did . " 
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The forthright approach made by these superintendents 
encouraged interested laymen and professional personnel to work 
together in seeking a solution to the problem of desegregating the 
public schools. The influence of these superintendents on the 
desegregation process was far-reaching. The fortitude and 
ingenuity exhibited by these superintendents in their legal approach 
to desegregation was significant in gaining support for the enact­
ment of the desegregation program. 
In order to determine the kinds of effects varying behavioral 
patterns had on the desegregation process 1 the actions of superinten­
dents were divided into two general types: ( 1 ) those who exhibited 
a positive type of leadership through all phases of the desegregation 
process 1 and (2) those who exhibited a wavering type of leadership 1 
either in some or all phases of the desegregation process. 
The positive type of leadership and the kind of effect it had 
on desegregation has been discussed above. The following section 
of this chapter will treat the kind of effect the wavering type of 
leadership had on the desegregation process in the school systems 
included in this study . 
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Wavering Leadership 
The superintendent s  exhibiting thi s  type of leadership did 
not oppo se de segregation; on the other hand , they did little to 
encourage the community or the s chool s to seek a solution to the 
problem pre sented by desegregation . In mo st s ituations the environ s  
o f  community setting s were comparable t o  those where superinten­
dent s  gave po s itive leadership . The wavering leadership displayed 
by the se superintendent s  1 however 1 soon changed thi s  setting and 
tended to create an air of confus ion and pre sented difficultie s in 
organization for an orderly approach to de segregation . The few 
abortive attempt s to de segregation were emotional in nature and 
ended in more anxiety for all involved . 
There were attempt s to fo ster compromise plans admitting 
the inequalitie s of existing s chool facilities but evading desegre­
gation by offering a "j u st a s  good " segregated plan . All compromise 
plans--rather than helping to ease tensions--created more tens ion 
and provided irritant s  to both race s . The delaying tactics em­
ployed by the se superintendent s provided a setting for extremists and 
radicals to operate . This element of extremi st s  did not gain control , 
however , due to an inability to organize . 
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When the superintendent did not take a pos itive stand on 
d e segregation and offer sugge stions for re solving conflict s 1 the 
effect on desegregation was one of confu s ion . Negro parent s 
became impatient and u sed the threat of court action in some 
instance s .  In other s ituations 1 Negro parent s  felt that even after 
schools were desegregated the actions taken by the superintendent 
during the de segregation of the s chools were instrumental in 
determining the degree of acceptance of Negro student s by school 
personnel and student s . One Negro parent wi th reference to the 
lack of leadership said:  
The way the superintendent and s chool board handled 
desegregation let everyone concerned know that they 
didn 1t approve of it . There wa s a lot that could have 
been done to make it better . I feel the teachers and 
student s  could treat the Negro student s much better than 
they do . We have had trouble on the s chool bus 1 too . 
There j ust didn 1t seem to be enough preparation or plan­
ning done . 
This statement wa s from a parent where the system was 
de segregated the weekend before s chool opened on Monday . There 
were no advance meetings of pupils or teachers for the purpo se of 
planning for de segregation , and thi s  parent felt that if the Negro 
student s had been expected to enroll in the white s chool s 1 the 
student s and teachers would have had time to make some preparations , 
or at lea st have had time to include thought s of d e segregation in 
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opening day plans . The superintendent allegedly was prevented 
from making any plans by the s chool board . 
Some immediate disadvantage s of a wavering type of leader­
ship to de segregation were ob served in the vis it s  to the se sy stems .  
One disadvantage was the anxiety and confus ion caus ed by ind eci­
sion . When no statement of pos itive action wa s i s sued from the 
superintendent 1 S  office , Negro citizens felt the board wa s evading 
the is sue or delaying action . This caused them to lo se confidence 
in the administrative personnel . White citizens by the same 
token gained new hope for pos sible avoidance of de segregation . 
Teachers and student s  could make no official preparation for de seg­
regation . Citizens were not involved in committee meetings with 
s chool personnel for desegregation planning purpo se s . The general 
feeling wa s that desegregation might not occur . 
When it was apparent that desegregation would occur , people 
did not have time to reorient themselve s to the point of complete 
acce ptance . There wa s a decided difference in the attitude s  of 
citizens in systems where they worked cooperatively in planning 
with the superintendent and board and the attitude s of citizens in 
systems where the superintendent had made little or no preparation 
for de segregation . 
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As reported by parent s , Negro student s were skeptical of 
teachers '  attitudes  toward them in systems where there had been a 
lack of leadership by the superintendent . Thi s was in direct 
contra st to report s of parent s  in sy stems where superintendent s 
had taken initial action and made careful preparations for desegre­
gation . 
The behavioral pattern of the one superintendent who took 
initial action and made little formal preparation for de segregation 
alienated the support of citizens . School personnel and student s  
seemed to b e  operating effectively i n  desegregated school s ,  but 
only a semblance of effectivene s s  wa s found in the community 
s chool operation . 
The interviews with informed people in thi s  system indicated 
that the superintendent and s chool board felt that the "le s s  s aid 
and more done " where desegregation was concerned wa s the better 
method , where a s  the community felt that "too much had been done 
without enough being s aid " concerning de segregation . 
The failure to e stabli sh direct line s of communication with 
community leaders for the purpo se of explaining the de segregation 
program created a rift in school-community relations . Negro citi­
zens suspected ulterior motive s were involved in every move the 
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s chool board made . There was no evidence to support the concept 
of the superintendent held by white s or Negroe s 1 but--with no clear 
explanation of policy from the superintendent ' s  office-- speculation 
of motive s and actions was distorted . 
Evidence was pre sented outlining a planned program of deseg­
regation 1 but this was not available to the public until two years 
after the desegregation program was enacted . Even then it wa s 
given only to tho se who a sked for a policy statement . 
The statement of policy contained answers to many of the 
que stions concerning desegregation that were caus ing unre st among 
Negro and white citizens . Thi s  lack of information by the public 
subj e cted the superintendent and board to continued attack s by the 
uninformed public . 
The actions of the superintendent during de segregation 
showed a s incerity of purpose and a balance in planning . The in­
ability to maintain line s of communication with the community 
through community leaders 1 forum discus s ions 1 citizens committee s  1 
or other media seemed to be the maj or failure of the planning program 
for d e segregation . 
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Chapter Summary 
The influence varying behavioral patterns of superintendents 
had on desegregation was as varied as the behavioral patterns . The 
behavioral pattern of superintendents who took initial action and made 
careful preparations for desegregation was influential in establishing 
a calm , intelligent , and cooperative approach to desegregation in 
the public schools of Kentucky . 
The behavioral pattern of superintendents who initiated 
action without careful planning for desegregation provided a dis­
turbing air of confusion and passive opposition within the community. 
The failure to involve citizens in planning and to formally release 
plans from the superintendent ' s  office gave incentives to doubt the 
sincerity of motives and direction of the program. 
Superintendents who neither initiated action nor made formal 
preparation for desegregation were unable to provide the leadership 
that was necessary for the assurance of an effective program of 
desegregation . 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY , CON CLUSIONS , AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In Chapter II the force s that shaped the superintendent s 1 
behavioral patterns were discu s sed . The se included the force s that 
were active during the period of de segregation . 
The influence of the se force s wa s felt by the superintendent 
when action taken or pre s sure s extended by the se force s either 
a s si sted or delayed his planned program . The se force s singly or 
in group s either directly or indirectly repre sented a maj ority of the 
community and it s support or oppo sition . 
"Where the se force s were mo st active the maj ority gave the 
superintendent needed support . The mo st important groups appeared 
to be the s chool board s who gave approval to the superintendent s 1 
plans , the State official s ,  and the advisory citi zens group s . The 
Supreme Court decis ion wa s the primary influence in the State of 
Kentucky as well as in other states de segregating school s under the 
provi sions of the deci sion . 
The Supreme Court decision formed the legal basis  for the 
superintendent s 1 support of de segregation , but without s chool board 
approval the de segregation plans of the superintendent s  were of no 
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avail . School boards were the policy-making bodie s for the public 
s chools in thi s  study , and the ir approval of desegregation gave the 
superintendent s the opportunity to formulate plans for an effective 
program of de segregation . 
The State officials were an important force in shaping be­
havioral patterns of superintendent s . The approval of de segregation 
by the Governor of the State and the public statement made by him 
to thi s  effect were important factors in e stabli shing a favorable 
official climate in which educational leaders could operate in their 
efforts to remove compulsory segregation from the public s chool s . 
The mo st important State approval , however , came from the State 
Department of Education . Thi s  department appealed to all local 
s chool districts to go on record a s  approving the Supreme Court ' s  
deci sion and also a sked for compliance with the deci s ion from the 
local s chool district s . This proved a strong talking point for 
superintendent s in their initial approach to the school board s for 
approval . 
Some system s u sed advisory citizens committees a s  an aid 
in planning for de segregation . The se committees were used effec­
tively for liaison between s chool official s and the community . The 
ideas and plans submitted by the se committee members who were 
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community leaders gave the superintendent s a much broader view of 
community re sponse s to de segregation . The superintendent s  
attached much importance to the work of the cit i zens committe e s . 
The citizens committee s were bi-racial and for the mo st part bi­
parti san in their personal feeling s toward de segregation . The 
committee served as an agency to a s s ist superintendent s  and board s . 
The primary purpo se of the se committee s  wa s to a s sist in informing 
the public of s chool board plans and bringing back to s chool officials 
the reaction of the public to the se plans . 
The behavioral patterns of different superintendent s  with 
regard to the pre s s  were s imilar . Whether a desegregation program 
wa s being enacted or delayed , the superintendent s released only a 
minimum of news to newspapers . Publicity seemed to be a complex ,  
rather than a s imple variable . Many superintendent s a sked the 
local editor to cooperate with s chool officials and release only a 
few statement s concerning de segregation . Superintendent s  reported 
good cooperation from most editors so contacted .  
There were no succe s sful operations of organized pre s sure 
group s found in the communitie s where de segregated s chool s were 
located . Attempt s had been made to organi ze groups for support of 
and in oppo sition to de segregation , but the se attempt s failed to have 
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any adverse effect on the planned program of the superintendent s . 
Teachers were an active force in the de segregation proce s s  .. 
Superintendents freely prai sed the exceptional work done by the 
teachers , not only in preparing the ir student s  for the change in 
s chool policy , but also for the interest taken by the teachers in 
a s si sting student s to adj u st to the de segregated s chools . Three of 
the ten sy stem s  had de segregated teaching staffs .  Superintendent s  
who had not attempted to desegregate teaching staffs stated that 
they were afraid their people were not ready to accept the Negro 
teacher . They cited no evidence to support thi s statement . 
The general public reacted to desegregation of the public 
schools with some acceptance , some re sistance , and some lack of 
concern . There wa s no overt violence in the opposition to de seg­
regation in the school systems included in this study . Interviews 
with informed persons indicated that probably a maj ority of the 
citizens were opposed to desegregation , but they were willing to 
accept it be cause of the Supreme Court decis ion on segregation in 
public s chool s , a realization of the value of a system of public 
education for all children ,  and a re spect for law and order . The 
general public seemed to rely on the j udgment of the duly elected or 
appointed school officials during the desegregation proce s s . 
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Chapter III attempted to a s s e s s  the impact of force s on the 
shaping of the superintendents ' behavioral patterns . The significant 
force s taken into consideration by superintende nts during the deseg­
regation proce s s  were discus sed . It wa s noted that superintendents  
who furnished initial leadership and made careful preparation for 
public s chool desegregation operated within a framework of value s 
consi stent with a democratic approach to problem solving . They 
accepted their roles as educational leaders of their communitie s and 
approached the problem of de segregation as a s chool problem that 
needed solving . They recognized the authority of and atte mpted to 
comply with the Supreme Court decision on compulsory segregation 
in the public s chool . 
The superintendent who initiated action without careful 
planning for de segregation wa s succe ssful in obtaining approval 
from the s chool board for desegregation , but the lack of careful 
planning wa s shown to have cau sed much confus ion and unre st among 
citizens . The lack of communication between s chool officials and 
the community appeared to be a vital factor in the opposition to the 
acceptance of de segregation . 
Superintendent s  who waited for the community or other 
agencie s to initiate action were unwilling or unable to provide 
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leadership for the desegregation program . Some were unsucce s sful 
in obtaining s chool board approval for de segregation , while others 
cooperated with the board in attempting to delay a ction for 
de segregation . 
In Chapter IV the influence of the superintendent s ' behavioral 
patterns on the de segregation program wa s discu s sed . The 
superintendent s who furnished initial leadership received coopera­
tion and support for de segregation plans . The oppo sition they faced 
wa s softened by the sincerity of the superintendents  • approach to 
desegregation , the firm policie s ,  the legal approach , and careful 
plans . Determining the amount of influence a superintendent ' s  
behavioral pattern had on desegregation wa s a difficult task . It 
wa s noted that in the s chool systems where the superintendent was 
an active leader and took initial action for desegregation and made 
careful plans , desegregation wa s accomplished in a relatively calm 
and peaceable manner . The acceptance by the school board and 
citizens of the se superintendent s '  plans for desegregation enabled 
the behavioral pattern of the superintendent to exert quite an influ­
ence on de segregation . Further , there wa s a continuing proce s s  of 
acceptance to and extension of original de segregation plans . This 
wa s not completely true in the sy stem s where superintendent s did 
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not provide active leadership in initiating action for de segregation . 
Conclusions 
As wa s stated in Chapter I,  this  study was de s igned to be a 
guide for superintendents  who may in the future be engaged in de seg­
regating public s chools .  There were similaritie s and uniformitie s 
in the experie nce s of systems in the proce s se s  of desegregation and 
of re sistance to it . The complexitie s of force s at work in each 
system were significant , a s  were the force s that worked for stability 
and for change . For this reason , the les sons of experience in any 
one system can never be applied in detail to another system, but 
there are common principle s that may apply to many situations .  
':j:'herefore , it is felt that each system going through the proce s s  of 
de segregation can and should meet its problem in it s own way . This 
study and similar studie s that de scribe leadership action, behavioral 
patterns, and significant impact of force s during the proce s s  of 
de segregation can be used effectively in planning s e s sions for 
others . 
Through a careful analysis  of the findings ,  the following 
conclus ion s were reached: 
1 .  Po sitive leadership and a positive approach by the 
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superintendent fostered an atmosphere of cooperation and calmness 
in the communities . 
2 .  The approval of desegregation by the State Department of 
Education and State officials and the appeal made by this department 
to the local school districts for compliance with the Supreme Court 
decision gave superintendents support for their plans for desegrega­
tion . 
3 .  The process of desegregation proceeded more smoothly 
when it was the total effort of school and community . 
4 .  Hostility on the part of citizens was reduced when 
information .from the superintendents and the citizens committees 
led to understanding and knowledge of the complete program of 
desegregation. 
5 .  Lines of communication that existed between the school 
gfficials and the community played an important role in desegregation . 
6 .  Many people shared in the le<;�.cieJsbJp of an effective 
program of desegregation. Leadership was shared by the superin­
tendent, school board, principals, teachers, citizens , and students • 
7 .  The majority of the superintendents provided adequate, 
careful, and thoughtful planning for an effective program of desegre­
gation. 
8 .  The behavioral patterns of superintendent s had a 
definite effect on de segregation proce s se s . 
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9 .  Superintendent s generally avoided use  of the pre s s  a s  
a n  interpretative medium . When the pre s s  was u sed 1 material for 
publication wa s relea sed directly by the superintendent . The 
pre s s  rele a se s were generally in the form of announcement s of 
school policy changes . 
1 0 . Where pos itive leadership was exhibited 1 superintendents  
made deci s ions with hone sty and s incerity . 
1 1 . ln sy stems where superintendent s  did not take initial 
action for de segregation , acceptance of the program wa s not a s  
complete a s  in sy stems where superintendent s did make initial 
preparation for de segregation . 
1 2 . Citizens committee s  were utilized to help feel the com­
munity pulse and provide a means for people to participate in the 
proce s s  of planning . They were also used to seek out complaint s  
that s chool officials would not ordinarily b e  aware o f  in the e arly 
stage s of planning . 
1 3 . Where de segregation has been tried , the outcome has 
��en initial acceptance or  eventual acceptance • The degree of 
acceptance has  enabled s chools to operate with a minimum of 
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conflict . 
1 4 .  Vocal re sistanc� by citizens did not alway s indicate that 
overt or violent oppo sition would follow . 
15 . Where faculty integration was tried, it was accepted by 
teachers , pare nt s , and students . This acceptance usually followed 
a period of cautious observation by tho se concerned . 
Recommendations 
From the evidence gathered and the conclu sions re ached 
from the data I the following re commendation s are made: 
1 .  Further study should be conducted where desegregation 
has  been accomplished in a relatively calm manner . Many vari­
able s that contribute to a succe s sful program of de segregation can 
be explained in a manner that will prove beneficial to school 
official s facing desegregation in the future . 
2 .  The State Department of Education should give approval 
and support for de segregation within the State . The approval of 
de segregation by the State Department of Education and State 
official s will enable superintendents  to enact a program of de segre­
gation without being in opposition to attitudes  of State official s .  
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3 .  A well-planned program of de segregation should include 
faculty integration . The integration of teachers would provide bi­
racial experience s for all student s . The po sitive benefits student s 
would derive from teacher integration would more than compensate 
for the extra planning that would be ne ce s sary to accomplish thi s  
part o f  the program . 
4 .  Superintendent s  should give firm po s itive leadership in 
attempts at de segregation . The type of leadership exhibited by the 
superintendent determine s to a degree the amount of acceptance and 
cooperation a program of desegregation will receive from the public . 
5 .  A careful and comprehensive planning program should be 
conducted before de segregation is attempted .  Careful planning 
will help systems attempting desegregation to become aware of 
many are a s  where oppo s ition might be met . 
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INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR SUPERINTENDENTS 
Initial Action: 
1 .  Who made the initial preparations for desegregation ? 
2 .  Why was this action taken ? 
3 .  What was the nature of this initial action ? 
4 .  When was this action taken ? 
Staff Relations: 
1 • What preparations were made for your staff ? 
2 .  Were there formal meetings ? 
3 .  Were official plans made ? 
4 .  Were individual conferences held ? 
School Personnel: 
1 .  What preparations were made for school personnel ? 
2 .  Did you conduct formal meetings ? 
3 .  Were official plans made ? 
4 .  What were the results of these plans ? 
APPENDIX B 
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INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR OTHER PERSONNEL 
I. "Who initiated the movement toward public school desegre-
gation in your system ? 
A .  State Department 
B. Local groups or organizations 
C. Individuals 
D .  Others 
II. "What specific action did the superintendent take with each 
of these individuals , agencies , or groups who were 
interested in public school desegregation ? 
A. Individual conferences 
B. Public meetings 
C. Other 
III. Exactly what part did the superintendent play in desegre-
gating the public schools in your system ? 
A .  Strongly encouraged 
B. Encouraged 
C. Discouraged 
D. Strongly discouraged 
IV. Prior to the decision which was made to desegregate public 
schools in your system what specific action, if any , did the 
superintendent take concerning desegregation with the 
following: 
A. His administrative staff ? 
B .  His school board ? 
C. His teachers ? 
D .  The public ? 
V. Mter the decision was made to desegregate the public 
schools in your system what specific action , if any , did 
the superintendent take concerning desegregation w ith the 
following: 
A .  His administrative staff ? 
B. His school board ? 
C. His teachers ? 
D. The public ? 
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VI .  After de segregation had begun in your system what spe cific 
action , if any , did the superintendent take concerning 
de segregation with the following: 
A .  His administrative staff ? 
B .  His s chool board ? 
C .  His teachers ? 
D .  The public ? 
APPENDIX C 
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EXCERPTS FROM MINUTES OF THE BOARDS OF EDUCATION 
System A 
July 1 4 ,  1 9 5 5  
The problem of integration wa s discu s sed at length with no 
deci s ion of immediate action taken 0 The expre s sed concensus of 
tho se members pre sent wa s that we should move toward de segrega­
tion at an early date , and that a committee be appointed to study 
the problem 0 
Augu st 4 ,  1 9 5 5  
There wa s pre sent a committee of citizens previou sly named 
by the chairman of the Board of Education and the Superintendent to 
study with the board the problem of desegregation o This committee 
pas sed a re solution on the motion of seconded by ___ _ 
that the committee it self favored and would recommend that the 
____ City Board of Education open it s doors to Negro children 
re siding in thi s  s chool district for the school year of 1 9 5 5 - 5 6 and 
thereafter o 
August 1 0 ,  1 9 5 5 (call meeting) 
Thi s  meeting wa s called for the purpo se of hearing a Negro 
committee on the problem of de segregation 0 After a very thorough 
discu s s ion of the is sue the committee pas sed a re s olution recom­
mending that the City Board of Education open the doors 
of the City schools to the Negro children living . in the 
____ city school district s . 
A motion was made by seconded by that 
the board accept the recommendation of the two committee s on 
de segregation and open the doors of the city s chools to 
only those Negro children re s iding in the school district . 
All pre sent voted in the affirmative . 
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System B 
No official entry in Board of Education minutes. 
System C 
February 1 3 1  1 9 5  6 
After much discussion it was decided by the board to integrate 
the H igh School and abolish the Negro H igh School . 
Summer 1 9 5 8  
Integrate elementary schools by zoning the town. 
System D 
September 1 9 5 8  
The City Board of Education in order to set forth in 
the minutes of the board of education its present and future plans 
for implementing the Supreme Court 1 s decision concerning desegrega-
tion of the schools of the city of 1 hereby records its past 
and future plans • 
The present Board of Education took note of the fact that 
integration was started voluntarily in the city schools 
without any pres sure from any group in grades 1 0 ,  1 1 ,  and 1 2  in the 
---- H igh School in the school year 1 9 5  6-195 7 .  
The Board expects to continue integration in grade nine (9) 
as soon as the two new elementary schools are completed and 
---- Junior High can be renovated and re-lighted . 
The Board will continue integration in grades seven and eight 
as soon as it deems it advisable and a schedule can be put into 
effect. 
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The Board will continue to plan for integration as  it seems 
be st for the s chool district . It appears to the Board of Education 
that Junior High School will continue as  an elementary 
s chool center even after complete integration of the s chool s of the 
city . 
The Board of Education expects to continue to abide by the 
ruling of the Supreme Court on segregation and work a long range 
plan for its imple mentation in the local schools in a peaceful and 
acceptable manner . 
System E 
February 151  1955 
It wa s moved by and seconded by to 
appoint a special advisory committee on policie s concerned with 
s chool building s ,  pupil transportation and desegregation . There 
wa s discus s ion as to whether the desegregation is sue should be 
con sidered by the committee and whether the word "de segregation " 
should be used in connection with this committee . The vote on 
this motion was an affirmative one . 
January 195 6 
Superintendent vis ited the Cincinnati , Ohio , Public Schools 
to ob serve desegregation in operation and to confer with s chool 
official s on various aspect s  of desegregation . 
July 1956 
The re solution on segregation adopted by the State Board of 
Education wa s read by the Superintendent to the Board of Education . 
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System F 
March 1 ,  1 9 5 5  
The board moved t o  abandon High School . Letters 
were sent to five Negro High School teachers telling them they were 
no longer needed . 
April 8 ,  1 9 5  5 
A contract was made between the city and county for the 
county to operate the Negro H igh School . The contract was made 
for the 1 9 5 5 -5 6 s chool year . 
April 2 1  I 1 9 5 5  
Negro PI' A group met with the board and offered written 
recommendation s  for the improvement s  of the s chool curriculum . 
Some were re store Chemistry 1 Physics  1 and Geometry . Provide 
band instructions 1 Art 1 Phy sical Education teacher, Manual training 1 
Library Facilities and night football facilitie s .  
August 1 1 ,  1 9 5 5  
Statement of Policy: 
1 • Recognizing the contract with the county and stating 
the intention of the board for the Negro pupil s to attend the 
s chool . 
2 .  Board was studying with a citizens com-
mittee the feasibility of integrating in 1 9 5  6 .  
September 8 ,  1 9 5 5  
The board approved sending some Negro pupil s t o  ___ _ 
at their request because they wanted subj ect s  not offered . 
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September 1 4 ,  1 9 5 5  
Appointed a citizens advi sory committee to study desegre­
gation . 
October 1 3 ,  1 9 5 5  
Committee Report: 
Recommended integration of grade s 9 - 1 2  . 
Recommended that colored student s grades  1 - 8  be integrated 
a s  soon as additional space could be provided . 
June 1 4 ,  19 5 6  
The board approved Negro student s attending summer s chool . 
July 1 2 ,  1 9 5 6 
The board empowered the superintendent to study the fea si­
bility of housing all Negro pupil s in grade 1 - 8  both city and county 
in the old Negro school . 
September 1 3 ,  1 9 5 6 
A principal for the Negro elementary s chool wa s appointed . 
This was nece s sary because the county s chools had integrated and 
only left Negro element ary pupils in the city segregated . 
December 6 ,  1 9 5 6  
A discu s s ion of po s sible integration of Negro pupils in the 
first eight grades  wa s held by the board . The board agreed that the 
policy as recommended by the citizens committee was be st . 
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February 1 4 ,  1 9 5  6 
The board dis cu s sed the pos sibility of operating the Negro 
school with only three teachers for s ix grades with the seventh 
grade attending de segreg ated clas se s .  
May 9 ,  1 9 5 6 
Further discu s s ion of February 1 4 ,  1 9 5  6 ,  discu s s io n .  No 
deci s ion reached . 
June 1 3 ,  1 9 5  6 
A motion was made and carried that Negro pupils in seventh 
and e ighth grade s be integrated and first s ix grad e s  be taught by 
three teachers . 
Sy stem G 
A group of parent s ,  selected by the various P . T .A . ' s  in 
---- county met in the office of the s chool Superin-
tendent March 3 0 ,  1 9 5 6 at 7 o ' clock p . m .  to discu s s  and to advise 
the county Board of  Education on problem s  concerning integration in  
the county school s .  There were 1 8  representative s--!? white and 
1 Negro . 
It was revealed at the meeting that the county now operate s 
____ H igh School with an enrollment of 4 8  county student s and 
2 0  city student s . Five Negro teachers are employed by the county 
at s chool . 
It was als o  revealed that the county operate s three elemen­
tary s chools with an enrollment of 1 45 student s and employing s ix 
Negro teachers . 
The committee recommended 1 after much discu s s ion 1 that the 
high s chool students of H igh School be integrated with the 
student s of County H igh School and that the H igh 
School be discontinued . It provided for the Negro student s and that 
1 2 5  
the county could save approximately $ 1 0 1  0 0 0  per year . 
The Board went on re cord by unanimou s vote June 1 1  195  6 1  
to integrate grades  9 - 1 2 . No action was taken on Elementary . 
The Board went on record unanimou sly approving the con-
solidation of and Negro 
Elementary School s at ----- School located in ___ _ 
System H 
September 1 0  I 1 9 5  6 
A Motion was pas sed to integrate all pupil s in the sy stem 
by s chool di strict s . 
Sy stem I 
1 9 5 5  
A motion was made to form a citizens committee t o  study 
de segregation in County School s in order to comply with 
the State Department of Education • s reque st . Nothing was done 
however . 
Augu st 3 1 1  1 9 5  6 
Opened all county schools to all student s in the county . 
Sy stem J 
Regular Meeting - June 1 6 1  1 9 5 5  
The matter of de segregation was discus sed at length . The 
1 2 6  
Board reque sted that the Superintendent meet with the group of 
Negro repre sentative s and have a discus s ion of a plan 1 then 
throughout the year hold a serie s of meetings with members of the 
Board of Education and repre sentative s of both race s to work out a 
plan . 
September 1 ,  1 9 5 5  - Call Meeting 
The chairman of the Board of Education called a meeting to 
be held in the office of the superintendent of s chools on Thursday 1 
September 1 1  at 1 : 0 0  P . M .  for the purpose of making a statement of 
policy in regard to the May 17 1 1 9 5 4 deci sion of the United State s 
Supreme Court on de segregation . Members pre sent were ___ _ 
_____ 1 Chairman: 1 and ____ ___ _ 
Al so pre sent were __ __  and ----- ---
Upon motion of -- · 1 seconded by -----
_____ 1 a re solution was adopted by the unanimous vote of the 
members pre sent .  
October 1 3 ,  1 9 5 5  - Regular Meeting 
The matter of de segregation was dis cu s sed at some length . 
• reported some of the conclu s ions obtained at the 
second meeting and the board considered various pos s ibilitie s con­
cerning the manner in which desegregation might be effected . 
December 8 ,  1 9 5 5  - Regular Meeting 
There was some little discu s sion on desegregation and it 
was decided that the chairman should call a special meeting soon in 
order to give undivided con sideration to this matter . 
January 1 2 1 1 9 5  6 - Regular Meeting 
At thi s  t ime , the regular busine s s  having been dispensed 
with , the board took up the matter of desegregation . At least two 
hours was spent in dis cu s s ion and studying a map which had been 
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worked out by the Director of Pupil Personnel giving the location of 
the colored children according to s chool district s . It wa s decided 
that after getting more information on the map , including white 
children al so , the board would hold a special meeting for further 
discu s sion . 
February 2 7 , 1 9  5 6 - Call Meeting 
The Board of Education was called to a special 
meeting on Monday night , February 2 7 , by the Chairman __ _ _ 
____ for the purpo se of considering de segregation in the __ _ 
Public Schools . Those pre sent at the meeting were: Chairman 
___ 1 and __ • __ • 
____ 1 also __ • __ • 1 Superintendent . 
Mr .  a sked Superintendent to serve a s  
acting secretary o f  the board and then pre sented t o  the members of 
the board the following re solution in writing: 
All Public s chools will be opened henceforward 
to all race s in accordance with the ruling s of the Supreme 
Court of the United State s .  Enrollment s at each s chool and 
transfers between school s without regard to race will be 
accepted wherever cla s sroom space exi sts . Wherever any 
cla s s  room shortage may appear 1 temporary preference will 
be given to the previou s enrollees  and procedure s at the 
s chool , and additional cla s s  room space will be provided a s  
fast a s  the location and extent o f  needs and the financial 
means can be developed . Both the high s chool s will be 
continued for a while to test the use of both and give em­
ployme nt to teachers at both s chools . 
Chairman urged the adoption of thi s re solution . There was 
considerable discu s sion . However , no motion was made to adopt it . 
Mr . moved that the superintendent be directed to 
a scertain through the teachers at H igh School 
whether the parent s  of eligible children in that s chool de sire to enroll 
them in that high school for the term of 1 9 5  6-5 7 . Mr . ___ _ 
seconded the motion . During the di s cus s ion Mr . stated 
that he felt it would be u sele s s  to attempt to get such information 
s ince these parent s  had probably not made up their mind s yet . He 
stated that he wa s oppo sed to such a motion . The motion carried 
unanimously . Superintendent then reque sted in the above 
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motion stating that he felt a legal form would be ne ce s sary . Mr .  
___ then dictated the following form which was reread t o  the 
board and accepted by it: 
Both city high schools,  if operated next year , will open 
to all races  under the ruling of the Supreme Court of the 
United State s .  If enough student s are enrolled in __ _ 
___ High School for the 1956-57 s chool year , the 
__ 
_ 
Board of Education may decide to continue this  s chool . If 
you de s ire to enroll your child (or children) in ---­
____ High School for the s chool year 1956-57 1 enter the 
name s below and sign . 
March 8 , 19 5 6 - Regular Meeting 
The matter of de segregation was then di s cu s sed . Mr . 
a sked the secretary to reread the statement pre sented by Mr . 
__ 
_ 
at the la st meeting . After considerable discu s sion / Mr . ___ _ 
moved the adoption of the following re solution: 
____ public s chools will be open henceforward to 
all race s in accordance with the rulings of the Supreme 
Court of the United State s .  Wherever any cla s s  room 
shortage may appear , temporary preference will be given 
to the previou s enrollees  and procedures at the s chool , 
and additional cla s s  room space will be provided a s  fast 
as the location and extent of needs and the financial mean s 
can be developed . Both high s chool s will be continued for 
a while to test the use of both and give employment to 
teachers at both school s . 
It is  not the intention of the board to change the status of __ _ 
--- pending the clarification with the heirs of the racial 
re striction on 
__ _ 
Mr . seconded the motion which was adopted unani-
mously . Mr .  wa s a sked to give the statement to the pre s s  
the following day . 
March 1 1 ,  195 7 - Regular Me eting 
----- High School: 
Mr . stated that a decision concerning ___ _ 
High School would have to be made at this meeting in order to notify 
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any teachers who would not be re-employed before April 1 .  
After studying the facts brought out by Mr. in his report 
and after exhaustive consideration of any possibility of continuing 
---- High School, 
_
. 
moved that the ----
High School be abolished at the close of the 1 9 5  6-5 7 school term 
and that the four high school teachers, • • • , be notified that their 
jobs would be discontinued. Mr. seconded the motion and 
it received the aye vote of all members . __ • moved also 
that • by notified that her services would no longer be 
needed because it would be necessary to retain the teachers who 
are on continuing contract and use them in the positions in the 
elementary schools . Mr . seconded the motion and it was 
adopted by the aye vote of all members . 
The members of the board expressed their deep regret that 
such action had become necessary and requested the secretary to 
write each teacher thus affected and express their appreciation of 
their years of valuable service to the schools and the regret of the 
board. 
(Note: Mrs . was afterwards re-employed when it 
was found that enrollments j ustified the need of another teacher . )  
Report to the Board - March 1 1 ,  1 9 5 7  
Excerpt from Mr . __ _ 
I gave enrollment cards to the city pupils in the eighth 1 
ninth 1 tenth 1 and eleventh grades at These 
cards were to be signed by the parents of the children 
designating the high school they would enroll in for the 
195  7 -5 8 school year. Of the thirty-nine pupils enrolled 
at present in what would be the four years of high school 
next year, twenty-one have indicated they would enroll 
in High School, two have not decided 1 and three 
lost the enrollment cards so that leaves thirteen definite 
enrollees for ---- next year . 
APPENDIX D 
1 3 1  
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON SPECIAL PROBLEMS 
The purpo se of thi s  Committee i s  to study certain special 
problems faced by the ___ County Board of Education and to 
report to the Board the re sult s of such study . 
Three particular problem s have already been mentioned by the 
Board--building s ,  transportation , and desegregation . To study 
the se problems and other clo sely related problems 1 the Committee 
will need to set up some guide line s and way s it wishe s to work . 
For example 1 some que stions immediately arise . 
1 .  Should de segregation be studied a s  a separate problem or 
should it be studied in relationship to or a s  an outgrowth of the 
other problems ?  
2 .  What a spect s  of the problem should be studied ? For 
example 1 see page 2 • 
3 .  How should the Committee attempt it s study ? For 
example 1 a s  an entire Committee or in sub-committee s ? How are 
individual communitie s to be involved ? 
4 .  What re source s (information and persons) will be needed ? 
For example 1 staff members of the superintendent ' s  office ? 
5 .  What will be our policy on publicity or news item s ?  
6 .  How will the Committee report to the Board ? 
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7 • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Population 
1 .  What are the population trend s of the County ? 
2 .  Who i s  going to s chool ? Age s 1 grade s 1 drop-out s 1 
handicapped . 
3 .  Where are the home s and children ? 
4 .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Some Statement s to Serve a s  a Ba sis  for the Formulation 
of Recommendations to the Board of Education 
----
Some General Principle s 
1 .  Re spect for the law of the land i s  vital to each individual 
and to the welfare of the community . Each person doe s not have the 
right to be the s ole j udge of which law or laws he will obey; were 
thi s  s ituation to prevail , the foundation of our way of life would soon 
erode . 
2 .  The public s chool s ,  considered increa singly e s sential to 
our democratic society and our community , must continue to make 
progre s s  in the ir service s to all children and the entire community . 
The solution to any i s sue should not weaken the service s pre sently 
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provided . 
3 .  The basic question of desegregation i s  one of "When ? 11 
and "How ? " rather than "If ? 11 
4 .  In formulating policy on de segregation , it i s  important 
to hear from key persons and groups . The se individuals and group s 
should be helped to know the fact s and alternative s and to face the 
problem that s chool people and the community mu st face . 
5 • Once a policy deci sion is made 1 the public statement of 
policy should be clear , decisive , and une quivocal . The policy 
should not be greatly elastic by providing loophole s but it should be 
administered sympathetically . The s chool board wh ich 11back-tracks " 
merely because of initial prote sts will ultimately find more difficulty 
rather than le s s  1 although re cognizing no policy i s  perfe ct and some 
modification 1 for cau se 1 should be po s sible . 
6 .  A policy should avoid any intentional favoritis m 1  sub­
terfuge I or eva sion . 
7 . In making 1 and carrying out the policy communication is  
most important 1 particularly acro s s  racial line s . It i s  important 
that mean s of communication--discussion group s 1 panels 1 news 
items  on progre s s--be e stablished . 
8 .  The school personnel are key people in how effectively a 
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policy may be carried out . Succe s sful de segregation can not be 
predicted unle s s  the s chool board , the school administrators ,  and 
the staffs of the s chools believe either that de segregation is  right 
or that no other honorable and j u st choice is feasible . 
9 .  School de segregation i s  a community problem 1 not ex­
clusively one of the school s .  
With the se principles in mind and after careful study 
covering pertinent information concerning the ----- County 
public s chool system , the Advisory Committee recommend s: 
1 .  That de segregation of the ____ County s chools be 
effected by the opening of the s chool year 1 9 5  6-5 7 .  
2 .  That this policy of de segregation by September ,  1 9 5 6 ,  
be made in public statement by the County Board of Education a s  
e arly a s  po s sible prior t o  September 1 ,  1 9 5 5 . 
3 .  That a planned preparation program be activated through 
the administrative staff with the staffs of the s chools , the pupils , 
the parent s , and community groups . 
4 .  That all s chool personnel directly affected by the policy 
on desegregation be retained and a s signed on the basis  of merit , 
preparation and experience without reference to color , race , or 
creed . 
